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Abstract
During the late summer o f 1988, w ildland fires in  Yellowstone National Park and the 
surrounding Greater Yellowstone Area (GYA) burned approximately 570,000 ha, an 
area about 10% larger than the state o f Delaware. The dramatic alteration in  land 
cover resulting 6om these fires coupled w ith the availability o f surface and satellite 
data necessary for modeling land surface-atmosphere processes provides an ideal 
opportunity to study the effects o f 6re-induced vegetation changes on surface energy 
budget variables and soil moisture.
Meteorological observations for the 10-year period 1984 to 1993 have been collected 
from 178 stations w ithin the GYA, quality assured, and spatially and temporally 
interpolated to produce gridded data suitable fo r model input. These data conqmse 8- 
km resolution hourly values o f seven meteorological variables: near-surface air 
temperature, relative hum idity, precipitation, wind speed, atmospheric pressure, and 
downwelling solar and longwave radiation.
New algorithms for modeling o f snow and hozen soil have been implemented in  the 
Simulator fo r Hydrology and Energy Exchange at the Land Surface (SHEELS) 
model. These added capabilities, necessary for using the SHEELS model in  the 
GYA, allow fo r the hydrologie, thermal, and albedo effects o f snow cover and hozen 
soil to be realized in  model output.
XI
The SHEELS model was then used to examine time series and diurnal averages o f 
surface energy budget and soil moisture variables before and after the 1988 fires. 
Four datasets o f these variables were produced for each o f three regions w ithin the 
Greater Yellowstone Area: a bum area consisting o f fire-affected regions, an area 
upwind o f the bum area, and an area downwind 6om the bum area. The four datasets 
provide a basis fo r differentiation among possible causes o f any observed alterations 
in  surface energy budget or soil moisture variables and result 6om varying the model 
forcing by using either observed or repeated inputs o f vegetation and meteorological 
data. Repeated input means that observations &om before the fires were used as input 
in  the model both before and after the fires.
Substantial alterations o f the latent and sensible heat fluxes were found to result from 
the removal o f vegetation by the 1988 fires. Specifically, latent heat flux was 
decreased and sensible heat flux increased in the bum area. Furthermore, these 
effects also were seen downwind o f the bum area, indicating that regional climate 
may have been affected by the fires. Soil moisture was not substantially affected by 
the fire-induced vegetation changes, however.
Xll
1 Introduction
W ildland fires in  the United States are relatively hequent snmmertinie occurrences 
resulting from both natural and anthropogenic causes. Between 1960 and 2000 such 
fires affected an average o f 1.6 m illion  hectares each year, roughly ha lf o f which 
resulted 6om lightning and ha lf resulted from  accidental or intentional human 
ignition [National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC), 2002]. These hres have 
substantial environmental and societal impacts, including: changes in  regional flora 
and fauna; fire-induced weather phenomena; increased particulate loading in  the 
atmosphere and hydrosphere; economic costs from  Sre suppression, structural losses, 
and reduced tourism revenues; and loss o f human life .
The Ère season o f 1988 proved exceptional in  terms o f total area burned and 
economic losses. Nationally, 3.0 m illion  hectares (182% o f normal) burned in  1988. 
A  considérable portion o f the total, 570,000 ha, was attributable to several Gres in  the 
vic in ity o f Yellowstone National Park (Christensen et al., 1989). Popularly dubbed 
"the Yellowstone Gres," the burned regions actually compnsed tracts w ithin Grand 
Teton National Park, six nadonal forests, and two naüonal w ild life  refuges in  addition 
to Yellowstone. The region encompassing the Gres is the Greater Yellowstone Area 
(GYA) which, fo r the purposes o f this study, w ill be deGned as extendiug from  42° to 
46° north laGtude and 108° to 114° west longitude (Ggure 1), and includes portions o f 
Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming.
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Figure 1 : Map of the model domain.
Due to their proxim ity w ithin and near the world's oldest and possibly most 
recognized national park, these Gres garnered much media attention and sparked 
heated controversy over the Gre management policies o f the National Park Service 
and other federal agencies. For 100 years, Gres in  Yellowstone National Park were 
actively suppressed (often unsuccessfully) in  attempts to lim it the apparent damage 
they caused (Taylor, 1974). Growing ecological research, however, indicated that 
Gre is a necessary and beneGcial aspect o f many natural landscapes. An often- 
presented example o f this is the adaptadon present in  some lodgepole pine (P iw tr 
conTorfa var. Zat^fnz) trees causing them to produce serotinous cones. These cones 
are sealed w ith resin which prevents seed dispersal un til after the cones have been 
heated through fire  exposure (Lotan, 1975). Research has also shown that Gre 
suppressicm pracGces can increase fuel loads, resulting in  higher bum intensities than 
would normally occur tmder natural Gre regimes (A llen et al., 2002). It  should be 
noted, however, that Romme and Despain (1989) have used Gre scar 
dendrochronology to argue that Gres sim ilar in  intensity and spatial extent to those o f 
1988 have occurred in  the GYA prior to policies o f suppression, and that suppression 
like ly did not result in  excepGonally high Aiel loads in  1988, but rather simply 
delayed an inevitable large-scale bum.
In ligh t o f new appreciadon fo r the posidve impacts o f w ildland Gres, and follow ing a 
shift in  Nadonal Park Service goals toward maintenance o f "biodc associadons"
(Leopold et al., 1963), a natural bum policy was implemented in  lim ited areas o f 
Yellowstone in  1972, and then revised in  1976 to include most o f the park (National 
Park Service, 1991). The natural bum policy precluded suppression attempts o f any 
Gres o f natural origin that did not threaten human life  or property and were 
substantially w ithin the park boundaries. O f the seven Gres that accounted fo r 95% o f 
the burned area in  the GYA in  1988, three were human-caused, and thus actively 
suppressed from  the time o f their discovery. Further, park personnel and Secretary o f 
the Interior Donald Hodel decided to suspend the natural bum policy in  Yellowstone 
in  July o f 1988 after only 6800 ha had bumed (Schullery, 1989). Thus, contrary to 
public percepGon, the vast mryonty o f the area bumed in  the GYA occurred in  spite 
o f determined attempts at suppressing the Gres, w ith suppression costs esthnated at 
$120 m illion  (Schullery, 1989).
W hile socially and po litica lly controvesial, the 1988 GYA Gres provided tremendous 
scientiGc research opportunities due both to their magnitude and their location w ithin 
a reladvely pristine natural setting. This, combined w ith immense polidcal pressures 
resulting Gom perceived mismanagement, resulted in  numerous studies examining the 
Gres' consequences. Franke (2000) reports that over 250 invesGgaüons o f Gre effects 
in  the GYA have been initiated since 1988. The majonty o f these are focused on the 
biological and ecological implications o f w ildland Gres, including effects on 
indigenous mammals (e.g. Pearson et al., 1995; Wu et al., 1996), aquatic w ild life  (e.g. 
M ihuc and M inshall, 1995; M inshall et al., 2001), and regional Gora (e.g. Singer and 
Harter, 1996; Romme et al., 1997; Nyland, 1999).
Studies resulting 6om the 1988 GYA fires have not been lim ited to ecology alone, 
however. A  considerable number o f projects have been undataken to examine the 
hydrologie eS êcts o f the fires. Generally, these have explored changes in  watar 
quahty (e.g. Latbrop, 1994) or erosion and sediment transport (e.g. Marston and 
Haire, 1990; Meyer et al., 1992; Ewing, 1996; Meyer and W ells, 1997). McIntyre 
and M inshall (1996) assessed changes in  river hydrograph response follow ing the 
Gres. They found an increase o f 4-8% in  annual runoff o f the two main rivers in  the 
GYA. Also, peak runoff occurred two days earlier follow ing the fires as a result o f 
the decrease in  hydraulic roughness brought about by 6re-induced removal o f 
vegetation.
A  few researchers considered the hies from a more clim atological perspective. 
InfluMices o f regional climate on h ie  hequency and severity in  the GYA are to be 
expected since antecedent precipitation, wind speed, relative hum idity, and 
temperature a ll affect the likelihood o f hre ignition and growth (Deeming et al., 
1977). Balling et al. (1992) investigated historical climate and h ie  records in  
Yellowstone National paik and found that between 1895 and 1989 there were trends 
towards warmer summers and drier spring and summer seasons. These trends were 
signihcantly correlated w ith an increase in  each h ie  season's total bumed area. They 
also examined effects on temperature, precipitation, and evtqwtranspiration resulting 
from a two-fold increase in  atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration using several 
general circulation models (GCMs). W hile precipitation amounts were generally
greater in  the GYA w ith doubled carbon dioxide concentration, increased 
temperatures resulted in  greater évapotranspiration that more than offset the 
precipitation surplus. They argue that the consequait intensiGcation o f aridity in  the 
area, coupled w ith higher temperatures, supports continued ampliGcation o f wildland 
Gre Gequency and spatial extent.
It should be noted that studies such as the above, which examine the influence of 
climate on Gre regime, are not lim ited to the GYA Gres. For instance, Wotton and 
Flannigan (1993) considered Canadian boreal forests and estimated that climate 
changes brought about by a doubling o f atmospheric carbon dioxide would result in  a 
20% increase in  aimual bum area and a lengthening o f the Gre season by about 30 
days. Goldammer and Price (1998), studying the tropics, and Pihol et al. (1998), 
studying Europe, found sim ilar links between predicted changes in  future climate and 
Gre frequency and extent.
Though some research has been conducted to assess the effects o f tropical biomass 
burning on atmospheric radiation properGes and concomitant changes in  global 
climate (e.g. Andreae, 1993), eGects o f w ildland Gres on regional climate have 
remained relatively unexplored. The paucity o f research is especially pronounced i f  
one is interested in  decadal-scale changes in  soil moisture and energy and water 
Guxes resulting from  Gre-induced vegetaGon changes. It  is w idely accq)ted that 
changes in  evapotranspiraGon and surface albedo accompany land covar changes 
(Shukla and M iutz, 1982; Dickinson et al., 1993). Thus, altanGons o f radiaGon
budgets, latent and sensible beat üuxes, and soi! moisture m ight be reasonably 
expected follow ing the changes in  land cover brought about by the 1988 GYA Gres.
In  addition to the direct effects o f land cover change on surface energy budget 
components and soil moisture, previous research has also demonstrated that albedo 
changes and soil moisture anomalies can in  turn affect regional precipitation. 
Chamey (1975) suggested that desert areas and persistence o f drought in  the Sahel are 
partially a result o f such positive feedback mechanisms. He argued that reduced 
precipitation would result in  less vegetation, and the subsequent higher surface albedo 
would ultim ately lead to sinking atmospheric motion and further reduction in  
precipitation. W alker and Rowntree (1977) expanded on this idea by proposing that 
soil moisture anomalies m ight also persist in  the absence o f albedo changes due to 
consequent anomalies in  évapotranspiration. Using the U K Meteorological OfGce 
11-layer atmospheric model, they found that even w ith albedo effects excluded, 
desert areas received more precipitation w hai in itia lized w ith moist soils.
The positive feedback mechanism between soil moisture and precipitation has also 
been studied at midlatitudes. Dirmeyer (1994) used a land-atmosfAere model 
coupled to a GCM to examine the effects o f vegetation dormancy and soil moisture 
anomalies on precipitation over an idealized m idlatitude continent. He found that the 
reduced évapotranspiration associated w ith dormant vegetation or dry soil can lead to 
sevae drought conditions. Purtha", the combined effects o f dormant vegetation and 
dry soil were larger than the sum o f each acting alone. Koster et al. (2000) have
found that knowledge o f soil moisture conditions can signiGcantly increase 
precipitation predictability in  extra-tropical regions. In the United States, this 
relationship between soil moisture and precipitation is especially pronounced in a 
region extending from  the G ulf o f Mexico, through the Central Plains, and into the 
Pacific Northwest, including the GYA.
The goal o f this research is to establish the degree to which land cover changes 
resulting from the 1988 Gres in  the Greater Yellowstone Area affected regional 
climatologies o f sod moisture and components o f the surface energy budget. I t  is 
hypothesized that the removal o f vegetation by the fires would have resulted in  
decreased latent heat fluxes, increased sensible heat fluxes, and drier sods. I t  is 
additionady hypothesized that i f  decreases in  latent heat flu x  did in  fact occur, the 
consequent drying o f the atmosphere over the bumed areas could alter precipitation 
and cloudiness over both the bumed areas and areas directly downwind. These 
changes in  regional climate could further impact surface energy budget and sod 
moisture variables. Modifications o f sod moisture and surface energy budget 
variaWes, coupled w ith the above-described atmospheric feedback mechanisms, could 
have a profound impact on die hydrologie cycle over local spatial scales. Land cover 
change-induced alterations o f precipitation and évapotranspiration would in  tum have 
biological implications in  the form  o f post-fire ecosystem succession and potential 
societal implications in  terms o f Gre management policy. For instance, the reduction 
o f vegetation by wddland Gres m ight cause a several-year-long increase in  arid ity that 
wotdd favor species adapted to dry environments (xerophytic species) during the
period o f ecological succession. Such a change could also lead to drying o f 
previously unbumed fuels and a positive feedback mechanism that promotes 
additional ûres.
For this research, the Simulator for Hydrology and Energy Exchange at the Land 
Surface (SHEELS) model (Smith et al., 1993) has been employed to determine soil 
moisture and surface energy budget variables over the GYA for the period 1984- 
1993. SHEELS is a numerical land-atmosphere naodel that simulates fluxes o f heat 
and water w ithin the soil and between the soil and overlying atmosphere based on 
input o f near-surface measurements o f standard meteorological variables, soil 
properties, orography, and satellite-derived vegetation coverage. Modeling results 
6om the approximately 6ve-year period before the 1988 Gres have been compared 
w ith those after the Gres for various clim atological and land cover forcing scenarios.
The assembling o f high-quality datasets o f the meteorological input variables required 
to run SHEELS is discussed in  diapter 2. Chapter 3 provides an overview o f 
SHEELS and the modiGcadons that have been made to allow fo r modeling o f snow 
and frozen soil processes. Also considered in  this chapter are the non-meteorological 
model inputs and their sources. DescripGons o f die different forcing scenarios and 
analyses o f results are presented in  chapter 4 w ith conclusions o f this research in  
chapter 5.
2 Meteorological Inpat Data
A  signiGcant aspect o f this research study has involved com piling the necessary input 
data required to run the SHEELS model over the GYA fo r the 10-year period 1984- 
1993. Due to the large spatial extent o f the GYA, data have been collected w ithin the 
area by a variety o f federal agencies and at different time scales. In  a ll, over twenty 
m illion  meteorological observations have been used in  this study. This chapter 
describes the aggregation o f these data from their varied sources into high-quality, 
coherent maps o f suitable spatial and temporal resolution fo r input into the SHEELS 
model. Horel et al. (2002) report a sim ilar effort to utilize meteorological data from 
the myriad networks across the western U.S. fo r producing high resolution Gelds o f 
meteorological variables. Unfortunately, their undertaking deals w ith data extending 
only as far back as 1997. The 1984-1993 period o f study necessitated that such data 
Gelds be generated speciGcally fo r this research.
SHEET .S requires input o f seven meteorological variables: a ir temperature, reladve 
hum idity, atmospheric pressure, wind speed, solar radiation, downwelling longwave 
radiaGon, and precipitaGon. The Grst secGon o f this chu ter describes sources o f the 
meteorological data that w ill be used. QuaGty assurance techniques applied to the 
data and interpolaGon o f the data to produce gridded Gelds are discussed in secGons
2.2 and 2.3, respecGvely. SecGon 2.4 descnbes the methods used in  modeling
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downwelling longwave radiation. Examples o f gridded Gelds o f meteorological 
inputs are presented in  section 2.5.
2.1 Meteorological Data Sources
In order not to bias results through sudden inclusion or cessation o f data from speciGc 
observation platforms, only meteorological stations w ith periods o f record 
encompassing the entire 1984-1993 study interval are utilized in  creating the model 
input datasets, w ith one e xe rtio n  to be noted later. W hile this excluded a 
considerable number o f stations from use, 178 stations w ithin the GYA were found to 
have adequate periods o f record fo r use in  this research (Ggure 2). These data sources 
are summarized in  Table 1 and a description o f each follows.




COOP NWS 122* Daily Tmaxi Tjnlni Tq̂ s, P
COOP NWS 34* Hourly P
SAHASR NWS 3 Hourly T, RH, p, U, dir, P, kdn
RAWS BLM/USFS 9 Hourly T, RH, p, U, dir, P
SNOTEL NRCS 16 Daily Tmax, Tmin, Tgyg, P
Hydromet USSR 18 15 min T,P
Agrlmet USSR 1 15 mln T, RH, P, U, kdn
* T = temperature; Tmax = daily maximum temperature; Tmm = daily minimum 
temperature; T#, = average daily temperature; Tot, = temperature at time of 
observation; RH = reiative humidity; p = pressure; U = wind speed; dir = wind 
direction; P = precipitation; kdn = soiar radiation
* Some COOP hourly precipitation sites are colocated with daily observation sites. 
The total number of geographicaily distinct COOP sites in the GYA is 131.
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Figure 2: Map of ihe GYA showing locations of meteorological observation stations.
2.7.7 COOf
Established in  1890, the National Weather Service (NWS) Cooperative Observer 
Program (COOP) comprises roughly 11,700 volunteers recording daily weather 
observations throughout the United States (NWS, 2(X)0). Observations generally 
include daily maximum and minimum taî )«"atuie and daily cumulative precipitation 
(rain orsnowvMüerequrwdenO. Some stations also ng x^sno w dbp A o n  a daily 
basis. In addition to these daily observations, many COOP platforms include 
automated 15-minute precipitation measurements. Such measurements may be made 
at a daily observation station or at a separate station where the precipitation 
measurements are the only meteorological data. D aily observations and 15-minute 
pecipitation measurements are archived by the National C lim atic Data Center 
(NCDC).
W ith 131 stations w ithin the GYA during 1984-1993, the COOP network is the most 
spatially dense source o f meteorological data used in  this research. O f the 131 
stations, 97 provide only daily observations, 9 provide 15-minute precipitation only, 
and the remaining 25 have both daily observations and 15-minute pecipitaüon data. 
W hile the spatial density o f the COOP network is quite h i^  temporal resolution 
(daily fo r most observations) is rather poor.
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2.7.2 dafo
In addition to the COOP network, the NWS oversees meteorological observations at 
many airports in  the U.S. Modernization in  1996 introduced the Automated Surface 
Observing System (ASOS), but prior to that many airports s till reported hourly 
Surface Airway Observations (SAOs). Measurements o f atmospheric temperature, 
pressure, relative hum idity, wind speed and direction, precipitation, and direct and 
diffuse solar radiation have been archived by NCDC as Surface Airway Hourly and 
A irway Solar Radiation (SAHASR) data. Airports w ithin the GYA fo r which 
SAHASR data exist fo r the 1984-1993 period o f study include B illings, Montana, 
Lander, Wyoming, and Pocatello, Idaho. W hile only three stations are located w ithin 
the GYA, SAHASR data are valuable in  their 6ne temporal resolution, high data 
quality, and as one o f only two sources o f measured solar radiation. Unfortunately, 
archiving o f solar radiation data was discontinued after 1990. The paucity o f solar 
radiation data necessitated its modeling over the GYA domain, as w ill be discussed in  
section 22.3..2.
2.7.3 7MW9&UO
As pointed out in  the introduction, w ildland Gres have dramatic effects in  the United 
States, especially in  the W est M onitoring and suppression eG^orts, as well as Gre 
behavior modeling, are heavily reliant upon knowledge o f meteorological condidons 
in Gre-prone areas. To address this need, the U.S. Bureau o f Land Management 
(BLM ) and the U.S. Forest Savice (USFS) have deployed approximately 1500
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Remote Automated Weather Stations (RAWS) to monitor atmospheric temperature, 
pressure, relative hum idity, wind speed and direction, and precipitation. Data from 
these stations are transmitted to the National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC) and 
archived at an hourly time step by the Western Regional Climate Center (WRCC).
The GYA contains nine RAWS w ith periods o f record spanning the m ^ority o f 1984- 
1993. Unlike other meteorological datasets used in  this study, however, RAWS data 
are not available fo r the entire 10-year period. Installation o f RAWS in  the GYA 
occurred during early to mid-1985, thus precluding their use in  the firs t year o f this 
study. The high temporal frequency o f observations and the remote, high-altitude 
location o f these stations make them particularly valuable to improving the overall 
quality and representativeness o f the meteorological dataseL For these reasons, 
RAWS measurements have been included despite the lack o f data fo r 1984.
2.1.4 gNOTELdora
The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) o f the U.S. Department o f 
Agriculture (USD A) maintains a network o f ova" 6(X) stations to m onitor snowpack in  
mountainous regions fo r the purpose o f water supply forecasting. Since 1980, these 
Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL) sites have collected daily measurements o f minim um , 
maximum, and avaage temperature, precipitation, and snow water equivalent. The 
measurements are transmitted back to one o f two master stations using meteor burst 
technology, in  which VHP radio signals are reflected o ^  ionized meteoritic particles
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o f (he ionosphere. The data are then pooled at the NRCS National Water and Climate 
Center in  Portland, Oregon, and archived by the WRCC.
As w ith the COOP data, the temporal resolution o f archived SNOTEL data is rather 
poor. Like RAWS sites, however, SNOTEL sites are m ainly located in  h i^-a lütude 
locations. COOP stations, which provide the m ^ority o f meteorological observations 
in  the GYA, are generally located at lower elevations where human observers are 
more like ly to reside. The average elevation o f the 131 COOP stations used in  this 
study is 1608 m, whereas the average elevation o f the nine RAWS sites is 2090 m and 
that o f the 16 SNOTEL sites is 2408 m. Thus, (he RAWS and SNOTEL networks 
provide needed data fo r what would otherwise be underrepresented areas w ithin (he 
GYA domain.
2.LJ fifydromgt owfAgriMef dlofo
The PaciGc Northwest Region o f the U.S. Bureau o f Reclamation (USSR) is charged 
w ith water resource management in  the Columbia and Snake R iver basins. To aid 
decisions in  flood ctm trol, power generation, and other water uses, (he USER has 
deployed approximately 300 observation platforms at dams, rivers, and in  
mountainous regions. These Hydromet platforms measure temperature, precipitation, 
and snow water equivalent (along w ith other hydrologie variables) at 15-minute 
intervals. Data are then archived at the regional ofBce in  Boise, Idaho. 18 Hydromet
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stations w ithin the GYA have archived data covering the 1984-1993 period and have 
been used in  this study.
In addition to monitoring water supply and reservoirs w ith  Hydromet stations, the 
USER Pacihc Northwest Region also maintains a network o f AgriM et observation 
platforms designed fo r agricultural (p lica tions, such a crop water use modeling. 
There are over 50 AgriM et stations, but only a single location w ithin the GYA had a 
sufBcient period o f record to provide data for 1984-1993. A  key aspect o f this station 
is archived 15-minute measurements o f solar radiation fo r the years 1985-1993. This 
archive thus provides the only solar radiation data fo r 1991-1993, and contains data 
from  one o f four sites in  the GYA w ith solar radiation measurements fo r 1985-1990.
2.2 Data Quality Assurance
U tiliz ing  meteorological data from  a variety o f sources increases the spatial density o f 
the observations, as well as reducing biases that may be inherent in  any one particular 
dataseL For exan^le, since the period o f interest in  this study predates the 
deployment o f the ASOS network, SAHASR data have been archived only for 
stations located at airports o f fa irly  substantial size. Thus, a ll o f the latter data are 
from urban areas at fa irly  low  devation (relative to the surrounding terrain o f the 
GYA). COOP sites, while often in  more rural areas, are again conGned to the lower 
elevations at which volunteer obsarers are like ly  to reside. Conversely, SNOTEL 
sites, designed fo r measuring snowpack in  mountainous regions, and RAWS sites.
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designed fo r 6re weather monitoring, are located in  remote areas and at higher 
elevations. Figure 3 shows the distribution o f the 178 stations in  terms o f longitude 
and elevation, making evident the elevational biases o f the different observation 
networks. Clearly it  is advantageous to use as many networks as possible to ensure a 
meteorological dataset that is representative o f the GYA domain.
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Rgure 3: D istribution o f the GYA meteorological observation stations.
Unfortunately, use o f m ultiple observation networks introduces difBculties in  
preparing a high-quality dataset fo r model input. First, data provided by some o f the 
above-described networks (RAWS, SNOTEL, AgriM et, and Hydromet) are 
considered provisional, and as such have not had any quality control standards 
applied to them. Second, data from  each o f the networks are provided in  substantially
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different formats. Third, the various networks provide data at digeiing tenqxiral 
resolution ranging from  15 minutes to one day. The error identification techniques 
used in  the quality assurance process fo r this research and descriptions o f their 
application to the various SHEELS model meteorological inputs are provided below.
2.2.7 Gwo/ify affwroncg recAniqwgf
Shafer et al. (2000) describe several techniques used in  automated quality assurance 
o f data provided by the Oklahoma Mesonet. Three o f these techniques have been used 
here: a range test, a step test, and a spatial tesL
In  the range test, data are examined to ensure that they fa ll w ithin e^)ected minimum 
and maximum values. Depending on the network and variable, some observations 
were in itia lly  compared to a set o f elim ination thresholds, fo r which an observation 
was automatically excluded i f  the maximum or minimum values were exceeded. For 
example, negative values o f precipitation or downwelling solar radiation were 
automatically eliminated. I f  the observation was not compared to or excluded by 
elim ination thresholds, it  was compared to a set o f warning thresholds. I f  the value 
fe ll outside the warning maximum and minimum, the observation was manually 
examined to determine if  it  was most like ly  an erroneous value, or a bona fide 
extreme occurrence.
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The step test veiiGes that temporal changes in  a variable at a single station are 
physically plausible. A  maximum allowable rate o f change is selected, and 
occurrences o f the measured change exceeding this value are considered to be 
indicative o f errors. No elim ination thresholds were used in  the step test, only 
warning thresholds. That is, i f  the time rate o f change o f an observation exceeded a 
speciGed amount, a warning was genaated and the observation was manually 
checked to determine its quality.
The spatial test involves comparing a meteorological observation to values taken at 
nearby stations. This is acconq)lished by using a single-pass Bames (1973) objective 
analysis to create a spatially interpolated Geld o f a variable using observaGons Gom 
the other staGons in  the GYA (see secGon 2.3.2 fo r a more complete descnpGon o f 
the Bames objecGve analysis technique). The value o f the interpolated Geld at the 
locaGon o f the staGon being checked is then compared w ith the measured value. I f  
the difference between the two exceeded a predetermined amount, the measured value 
was manually checked.
2.2.2 Q W ity arfuroncg dam
Due to their locaGon at m ^or airports, staGons used in  the SAHASR dataset are 
generally well-maintained and provide high-quality observaGons. No eliminaGon 
Gags were used in  the range test, such that a ll suspect data were manually examined 
to determine their quality. The automated quality assurance software generated 98
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warnings, the m ^ority o f which (64) were fo r suspect pressure observations at the 
Lander, Wyoming site. Upon examination, these were fbim d to be individual hours in  
which the reported pressure was a physically unrealistic value. In  these instances, the 
pressure was replaced by interpolating from  the hour before to the hour after the bad 
observation. Eleven o f the 98 warnings were fo r observations o f zero solar radiation 
during daytime hours at Lander. These were changed to -999 to indicate bad or 
missing data. Other flags were generated by the step test fo r large hour-to-hour 
changes in  relative hum idity at Lander and the B illings, Montana site.
2.2.) QwoZüy ofgwroncg dh&z
W hile sim ilar to SAHASR in terms o f automated collection o f data, RAWS sites are 
generally located in  rugged terrain where routine maintenance is difGcult. 
Malfunctions in  sensors, data loggers, and archiving a ll contribute to erroneous data. 
4188 warning flags were generated in  perform ing quality assurance on the RAWS 
data. The m ajority o f these, however, were attributable to persistent tenq)erature 
observations o f -50 °C. W hile missing data in  die SAHASR dataset are given a value 
o f 99, 999, or 9999 (depending on the variable), -50 °C tqipears to be the default 
value used for missing temperature data in  the RAWS dataset, although this is not 
documented. This example demonstrates that variations in  how different networks 
deal w ith missing observations conqilicates die task o f quality assurance. As 
mentioned above w ith the SAHASR data, differences in  reporting o f missing data can 
even exist fo r each o f the variables observed in  a single network.
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O f the remaining flags generated for the RAWS dataset, roughly ha lf were fo r 
physically unrealistic values that were immediately eliminated. Indicative o f such 
cases were 216 instances o f the reported temperature exceeding 100 °C and 86 reports 
o f wind speeds in  excess o f 100 ms"\ The remaining flags were more thoroughly 
checked by examination o f time series o f the flagged variable and comparison to 
other pertinent measurements. For example, a sudden increase in relative hum idity 
that failed the automated step check m ight be determined to be "good" i f  
acconq)anied by the onset o f precipitation and a decrease in  temperature. In 
questionable cases, a conservative approach was utilized by elim inating the flagged 
data. A ll RAWS data deemed to be o f poor quality or erroneous were replaced w ith a 
value o f -999 and not used in  the subsequent spatial interpolation process.
Excluding the -50 °C tenq)erature reports, approximately 10% o f the flagged data 
were determined to be o f good quality. These prim arily consisted o f early-morning, 
w inter temperature observations at high elevation stations occasionally fa lling  slightly 
below the -35 °C warning threshold.
2.2.^ QWrfy ajfwroncg (ÿAgnMgr dofo
W ith only one AgriM et station in  the GYA, it  would seem that quality assurance 
would be sim plified. Unfortunately, lack o f documentation regarding collection and 
archiving o f data makes quality assurance quite %nobIematic. For instance, time
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stamps are attached to a ll data representing the local time o f collection, which is 
changed fo r observance o f daylight savings time. However, the change between 
tagging data w ith daylight savings time versus standard time was not always an 
automated process, and could depaid upon when the system administrator manually 
made the change, o f which there is no record (P. Palmer, personal communication). 
Thus, it  is possible for the time o f collection to be o ff by one hour fo r up to a day 
follow ing daylight savings time changes. Undocumented changes in  the reporting 
hequency o f the AgriM et site between 5-minute intervals and 15-minute intervals 
further complicated the temporal averaging o f the AgriM et data required to produce 
hourly data.
Quality assurance o f AgriM et precipitation data was critica l due to (he use o f an 
unheated tipping bucket rain gauge. Unlike other rain gauges used in  this project 
which are either heated ti^^ing  bucket or weighing gauges, the AgriM et station gauge 
is unable to measure frozen precipitation accurately. In  addition, there exists the 
potential fo r frozen precipitation to remain in  the gauge funnel un til the air 
temperature warms enough fo r it  to melt. This can create perceived precipitation 
spikes when actually no precipitation is occurring. To alleviate these problems, 
AgriM et precipitation data were removed fo r any period during which (he air 
temperature was less than 2 °C, and subsequently for the duration o f any non-zero 
precipitation observations. That is, precipitation had to be reported as zero follow ing 
a period o f sub-2 °C air temperature before non-zero observations were kept. This 
prevented inclusion o f m elt water from  trzqrped frozen precipitation.
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Due the relatively low  elevation (1344 m) o f the Malta, Idaho AgriM et site, the lower 
warning threshold fo r temperature observations was set to -20 °C instead o f the more 
commonly used threshold o f -35 °C. Approximately 15 hourly observations per year 
were flagged as a result o f this higher threshold, a ll o f which were determined to be 
good data.
O f the 2058 warning flags generated fo r the AgriM et data, the vast m ^ority were for 
solar radiation observations. O f these, 48% resulted from non-zero nighttime values, 
which were replaced w ith zero. Daytime values o f zero comprised 12% o f the solar 
radiation warnings, and these were eliminated. W hile 28% o f the Gags were 
generated by the step test, these often coincided w ith times fo r which other Gags were 
issued. A  lone nighttime value o f 600 Wm'̂ , fo r exanq)le, would result in  the 
generation o f three Gags: one fo r a non-zero nighttime value, one fo r the 600 Wm'̂  
increase from  the previous time stq), and one fo r the 600 Wm'̂  decrease to the next 
time step. The Gnal 12% o f the solar radiation warnings were fo r obsavations 
exceeding the 11(X) Wm'̂  maximum threshold, a ll o f which were eliminated.
Fourteen precipitation warnings and 51 wind speed warnings were generated by the 
quality assurance software fo r the AgriM et dataseL A ll but one o f the precipitation 
observations and a few o f the wind speed observations were determined to be 
erroneous and eliminated.
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2.2.J GwaZffy affwrowcg dofo
As is (he case w ith ±e  AgriM et network. Hydromet stations transmit their data to a 
central ingest fa c ility  via satellite. Transmission diGSculties may result in  missing 
data or garbled data which are then archived. W hile noticeable in  performing quality 
assurance on the single AgriM et station used in  this research, obviously unrealistic 
data were rmnpant in  the data from  the 18 Hydromet stations used. Consequently, 
elim ination thresholds were used in  range tests o f temperature and precipitation 
observations. Even w ith the automatic elim ination o f some data, over 10,000 
warnings were generated by the quality assurance software fo r manual examination. 
Fortunately, most o f these consisted o f substantial periods o f time for which 
temperature observations, although fa lling  w ithin the elim ination thresholds, were 
obviously in  error. For example, there is an approximately one-month period during 
A p ril and May o f 1989 in  which the reported a ir temperature at the Huckleberry 
D ivide, Wyoming site does ix)t exceed -40 °C. There were, however, some instances 
o f temperatures slightly below the -35 °C warning threshold that, through graphical 
examination o f time series, were determined to be good data and consequently kept.
Precipitation data accounted fo r only 235 o f the over 10,000 quality assurance 
warnings. Upon manual examination, a ll o f these were deemed to be bad data and 
removed. It should be noted that in  addition to the 235 precipitation warnings, over 
2500 precipitation observations were automatically removed as a result o f exceeding 
the 100 mm in  15 minutes elim ination threshold.
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2.2.6 wwf düfo
W hile the COOP and SNOTEL networks d iffe r significantly in  terms o f station 
location and manual versus automated data collection, these networks are sim ilar in  
the data they provide -  daily maximum and minimum temperature and cumulative 
precipitation. Thus, quality assurance procedures were comparable fo r both 
networks.
Regarding the quality o f COOP network data, the NCDC (2003) states:
"These data have received a high measure o f quality control through 
computer and manual edits. These data are subjected to internal 
consistency checks, compared against clim atological lim its, checked 
serially, and evaluated against surrounding stations.... In  November 
1993 the entire historical pa iod o f record was processed through a 
stringent quality control. Another round o f quality control in  November 
2(XX) increased the data set's quality stül more."
In  spite o f this, COOP data have a reputation fo r being o f questionable quality, due in  
large part to collection by human observers w ith minimal training (aside jGrom the 
automated collection o f 15-minute precipitation data at some sites). SNOTEL data, 
although collected w ith automated dig ita l sensors, have had no previous quality 
assurance standards applied.
Complicating quality assurance fo r both these networks is the fact that observations 
are made daily, rather than hourly. This lim its the effectivœess o f step tests on
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temperature observations, as a large threshold must be used since signiGcant day-to- 
day Guctuations in  tempaature are not uncommon. For COOP and SNOTEL data, 
step tests were performed by comparing daily maximum temperature from one day to 
the next, and likewise fo r daily minimum temperature. D aily maxima were not 
compared to daily minima.
In  addition to the automatic elim ination o f daily precipitation accumulations greater 
than 3 inches, temperatures greater than 120 °F, and ten^>eratures less than -50 °F, 
over 250 quality assurance warning flags were generated fo r the COOP and SNOTEL 
data. Each o f these warnings was then manually checked, and 32 were Gnally 
determined to be caused by erroneous data. In  some cases, these errors apparently 
resulted from interchange o f the daily maximum and minimum temperatures during 
recording or archiving. The remaining warning Gags were mostly fo r large day-to- 
day decreases in  maximum temperature. Manual examination o f these cases often 
revealed that such decreases wae prim arily found at higher elevation stations during 
the faU or spring and accompanied by precipitation and sim ilar temperature decreases 
at nearby stations. These data suggest passage o f cold fronts rather than erroneous 
observations, and were consequendy leA in  the dataset.
2.3 Interpolation o f Data
The SHEELS model requires input o f gridded meteorological variables at hourly time 
intervals. Once quality assurance standards had been applied to the observations
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collected from the six networks in  the GYA and suspect data had been removed, 
temporal aggregation and interpolation were th ^  paform ed to produce hourly data 
fo r each observing site. The hourly data were then spatially interpolated to produce 
(he 8-km resolution gridded helds needed fo r model input.
2.3.7 Temporal aggregation and interpolation
O f the sources being used, only the RAWS, surface airway, and COOP hourly 
precipitation networks provide hourly data. Hydromet and AgriM et data, wi(h 15- 
minute resolution, were temporally aggregated to hourly data by means o f averaging 
(temperature, relative hum idity, wind speed, and solar radiation) or summation 
(precipitation). D aily measurements from COOP and SNOTEL sites, however, 
required temporal interpolation to obtain hourly data suitable fo r SHEELS inpuL
Temperature data from  COOP and SNOTEL sites include daily maximum and 
minimum temperature as w ell as temperature at the time o f observation (COOP) or 
daily average temperature (SNOTEL). Unfortunately, time o f occurrence o f (he 
maximum and minimum temperatures was not recorded. To alleviate this problem, 
the three nearest sites fo r which hourly or 15-minute temperature data are recorded 
(i.e. (he nearest RAWS, surface airway, AgriM et, or Hydromet station) is found. O f 
these, (he closest site w ith less than six hours o f missing data fo r the day being 
interpolated is utilized in  temporal interpolation o f (he COOP or SNOTEL
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temperature data. I f  none o f the three closest hourly recording sites has at least 18 
hours o f data, the daily observations from  COOP or SNOTEL are not used.
First, the time o f occurrence o f the maximum and minimum value at the 
COOP/SNOTEL station is taken as the same as that fo r the nearby station. W hile it  
then would be possible to temporally intapolate between the maximum and 
minimum by fittin g  a sinusoid to these values, diurnal temperature cycles are rarely 
sinusoidal, especially at high latitudes where the number o f daylight hours often 
differs signiGcantly 6om  12. This has the potential to skew dally heating and cooling 
curves. To make tenqwrally interpolated temperatures at COOP and SNOTEL sites 
more realistic, dianges between the times o f maximum and minim um were assumed 
to fo llow  temperature changes at the nearest site w ith hourly or 15-minute data. 
Letting AT be the difference between the previous maximum or minimum and the 
subsequent minimum or maximum at any given tim e stq), the change in temperature 
at the COOP or SNOTEL site is scaled by the ratio o f AT at that site to AT at the 
nearest site w ith hourly (or 15-minute) measurements. This can be expressed as
AT.
r p N   r p N —1 !______________ __ f y i N —1 \ _______ d a i ly  / -g  \
d a ily  “  ^ d a i ly  \  h o u r ly  ^ h o u r l y /  ^  '
dToudy
where subscripts "da ily" indicate temperatures at stations where only daily 
maximum/minimum temperature are recorded and subscripts "hourly" indicate the 
temperature at the nearby hourly recording station. An example o f results from this 
methodology as w ell as from a single sinusoidal curve is shown m ûgure 4 using
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min/max data from  the Whiskey Creek SNOTEL site on July 25, 1984. Occurraice 
o f maximum and minimum values at 0445 and 1700 LST, respectively, and the shape 
o f the interpolated temperature curve are based on the nearby Valley View Hydromet 
site.
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Rgure 4: Example o f temporal interpolation o f daily observed temperature using 
equation 1 as compared to ûtting o f a sinusoidal curve.
D aily cumulative precipitation from  COOP and SNOTEL sites has been temporally 
interpolated in  a manner sim ilar to that used fo r temperature. However, it  is possible 
fo r precipitation to not occur at any o f the three nearby hourly recording stations. In 
these instances, a constant precipitation rate is assumed throughout the day to account 
for the COOP or SNOTEL accumulation.
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2.j.2  i/iZe/poZafion
Several methods have been developed to perform objective analysis, the production 
o f regularly spaced ûelds o f a variable from irregularly spaced observations. These 
range from relatively simple schemes in  which weighting o f observations is based 
solely on the distances o f observations from a grid point (e.g. Cressman, 1959; 
Bames, 1964) to more complex schemes in  which weighting factors are influenced by 
observation density, expected observational errors, and dynamic constraints (e.g. 
Lorenc, 1981; DiMego, 1988). In  ligh t o f the large amount o f data to be spatially 
interpolated (seven meteorological variables over 87,672 time steps), the technique o f 
Bames (1973) w ül be used to minimize computational expense. This 1973 version 
allows interpolation w ith only two passes, conqxared to several passes required for 
convergence using Bames' 1964 version.
Using temperature as an example, the Grst pass determines the temperature at grid 
point (x, y) by
M
T ,(x ,y )--« 5 -------  (2)
S w .
where Ti is the i-th  o f M  observed temperatures and w; is the weighting factor
W ;= & 9 7 (-^ ). (3)
4K
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In  (3), d; is (he distance from  the observing station to grid point (x, y) and K is a 
parameter that determines the detail in  the interpolated Geld (i.e. the filte r response 
function). The second-pass temperatures are then produced using the Grst-pass 
temperatures T i(x , y) as a background Geld and reducing the parameter K by a factor 
Y (0 < Y < 1) such that:
2 w i(T ,-T ,(x ,y ))





Values o f Y near 1 result in  smoothed values o f Tz(x, y) while values near 0.2 or less 
act to capture more detail. In  this manner, Y establishes the goodness o f Gt o f the 
interpolated Geld to the observations. Recognizing the potential fo r a fa ir amount o f 
uncertainty in  the observations used fo r this research, a value o f Y = 0.4 was used to 
allow fo r some smoothing o f the meteorological Gelds. Based on this Y, the value o f 
K was selected so as to provide a Glter response o f e'̂  at a distance equivalent to twice 
the average station spacing (the wavelength o f the smallest resolvable wave).
Following the methodology o f Koch et al. (1983) the Glter response function 
follow ing two passes D i* is
D ;= D „ (l + D r ‘ + D ;) (6)
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where Do is the spectral response o f the 6rst pass as a function o f wavelength X given 
by
Do - « X (7)
For a Glter response o f e" at the smallest resolvable wavelength, D i = e" in  (1) and 
solving for Do w ith  K = 0.4 yields
D o + D r+ D ^ '= e - ' (8)
which may be solved iteratively w ith result Do = 0.0503. Equation 7 may then be 
solved for K such that
K = - ^ p n D „  (9)
/  — /\2
K = 4 %  lnO.0503 (10)
where d is the average station spacing. Since not a ll meteorological variables are 
observed at each GYA station, d and K are dependent upon the variable being 
interpolated. For example, pressure is routinely observed only at the three surface 
airway stations resulting in  a value o f d = 366 km, whereas precipitation may be 
observed at a ll 178 GYA stations fo r a given time stq), w ith a consequent average 
spacing o f 17.6 km. Furthermore, due to missing data and data that have been 
flagged through the quality assurance procedures, the actual number o f stations
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reporting valid observations fo r a variable changes w ith each time step. 
Consequently, the interpolation weighting factor has been allowed to dynamically 
vary as a function o f both time and the variable being interpolated. This results in  
proper smoothing o f the interpolated ûeld even as the number o f stations w ith valid 
data changes.
W ith the exception o f downwelling longwave radiation (which w ill be modeled at 
each grid point as described in  Section 2.4), intapolated Gelds o f each o f the 
meteorological variables used as SHEELS input have been produced using the above­
described technique. However, temperature, atmospheric pressure, and solar 
radiation Gelds required some special procedures, which w ill now be discussed.
22.3.. 1 Temperature and atmospheric pressure
The orographic rehef o f the GYA is considerable, w ith elevaGon diGerences o f over 
2500 m across its  domain (Ggure 5). Such large variaGon in  elevaGon can result in  
signiGcant modiGcaGon o f near-surface temperature and atmospheric pressure. Thus, 
measurements o f these variables made at a parGcular observing staGon may not be 
indicaGve o f their values at a nearby model grid point i f  a large gradient in  elevaGon 
is present.
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Figure 5: Elevation of the GYA (m).
W hile complex thermal phMiomena such as cold air drainage cannot reasonably be 
modeled to produce the SHEELS input temperature Gelds, it  is possible to 
approximate the effects o f elevation on temperature in  a simpler manner by assuming 
a constant lapse rate. By regressing near-surface temperature observations against 
station elevation for GYA stations reporting at least Gve years worth o f quality 
assured data, a lapse rate o f -5.77 K  km'̂  was found (Ggure 6). Station temperature 
observaGons were Grst standardized to sea level and then interpolated using the 
Bames (1973) scheme as described above. The resulting base m ^  o f temperature in  
the GYA was then adjusted to account fo r each grid point's actual elevaGon using the 
same lapse rate, producing a more realisGc Geld o f temperature over the complex 
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Figure 6: Regression o f 10-year average temperature on elevation fo r GYA stations 
reporting at least 5 years quality assured data.
As w ith temperature, pressure observations were Grst standardized to sea level, 
interpolated to grid points, and Gnally ar^usted to individual grid point elevations. 
Pressure pz at elevation Zz is calculated from pressure p% at elevation z i using the 
hypsometric equation, neglecting water vapor efkcts:
Pz = Pi ̂ -g (z ^ Z i)RT (11)
Here, g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m s"̂ ) and R is the dry air gas constant 
(287 J kg"̂  KT )̂. T  in  (11) represents the mean temperature o f a Gctitious air column 
extending from z i to zz. This was taken as the average o f the temperature at z i and
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(he ten^)erature that would be found at zg assuming the COESA (1976) U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere lapse rate o f-6.5 K km "\ Thus,
T = T (zJ + 3 .2 5 (z ;-z J . (12)
It should be noted that the use o f the U.S. Standard Atmosphere lapse rate is more 
appropriate in  (12) than the previously mentioned lapse rate o f -5.77 Kkm '̂  since 
temperature is being estimated fo r a fictitious column o f air rather than for near­
surface observations.
22.3..2 Solar radiation
Solar radiation observations in  the GYA are only available from  four observation 
sites w ith varying periods o f record -  the three surface airway stations (B illings, 
Montana; Lander, Wyoming; and Pocatello, Idaho) fo r 1984-1990 and the Agiim et 
site (Malta, Idaho) fo r 1985-1993. Due to the dearth o f observations, modeling o f 
solar radiation was performed fo r the time periods lacking data at the surface airway 
and Agrimet sites, as w ell as fo r the entire period o f study at the remaining GYA 
observation sites. This modeling was based on diurnal temperature range using the 
method o f Bristow and Cangbell (1984). Hae, downwelling solar radiation Q, is 
given by:
Q = rS .c 0 f(6 ,) (13)
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where So is the solar constant (1370 W m'̂ ) and 8, is the solar zenith angle. T is the 
atmospheric transm issivity, which is assumed to be accounted fo r in  the magnitude o f 
the diurnal temperature range AT relative to the monthly-averaged diurnal range AT :
r = a (l-e a p (-b A r))  
b =0.036eg? ( -  0154AT)
(14)
(15)
Using two measurement sites, Bristow and Campbell (1984) found empirical 
parameters a and c in  (14) to be equal to 0.8 and 2.4, respectively. W hile Tarboton 
and Luce (1996) subsequently fbtmd these values to be transferable to other sites, 
optim ization o f the parameters using data from  the four solar radiation observing sites 
in  the GYA was performed. Values o f a = 0.65 and c = 2.65 resulted in  somewhat 
lower root mean square differences and substantially reduced bias (table 2).
Table 2: D î erence between observed and modeled solar radiation using Malta 
observations corrected fo r differences in  zenith angle, the Bristow and Campbell 
(1984) model w ith d ie ir suggested values fo r parameters a and c, and the Bristow and
Modeling Technique Malta Observations Corrected for Zenith Angie
Bristow & Campbell 
a = 0.8, c = 2.4
Bristow & Campbell 




















BIHIngs (1984-1990) -1Z1 154 26.2 100 7.1 85
Lander (1984-1990) -36.4 189 21.5 103 0.0 94
PocaWlo (1984-1990) -22.3 123 187 100 0.1 87
Malta (1985-1993) - - 27.9 125 9.4 106
‘ Modeled - Observed
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To evaluate the effectiveness o f using the Bristow and Campbell model, solar 
radiation was simulated at each o f the surface airway stations based on observed solar 
radiation at the Agrim et site. This replicates how SHEELS input solar radiation data 
m ight be determined w ithout use o f the Bristow and Campbell model for the 1991- 
1993 period lacking surface airway solar radiation data. The Agrim et observations 
were corrected fo r geographically induced differences in  zenith angles between the 
Agrim et site and the surface airway stations such that
cos 8,
Qs A=QA. — (16)
The subscripts in  (16) indicate values fo r a surface airway station (SA) or the Agrimet 
site (Ag). As may be seen from  table 2, while the root mean square di@erences 
remain relatively high even w ith regionally optimized values o f a and c, the Bristow 
and Campbell (1984) model performs considerably better than using zenith angle- 
corrected observations 6om a single station. Consequently, the Bristow and Campbell 
(1984) method w ith regionally optimized parameters was used in  supplementing the 
GYA solar radiation observatioiw. Due to the use o f diumal temperature range, solar 
radiation was le ft as missing fo r stations w ith missing tenq)erature data. Barnes 
(1973) spatial interpolation was then performed using both the modeled and obsMved 
downwelling solar radiation values.
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2.4 Modeling o f Downwelling Longwave Radiation
Following the creation o f giidded Gelds o f the other six SHEELS meteorological 
inputs, downwelling longwave radiation was modeled at each grid po in t 
Downwelling longwave radiation is an infrequently measured meteorological 
variable, and no data exist w ithin the GYA for the 1984-1993 period.
Estimates o f downwelling longwave radiation were made through use o f a physically- 
based formulation developed by Brutsaert (1975). This form ulation utilizes near- 
surface observations o f air temperature and relative hum idity to determine clear-sky 
effective em issivity and atmospheric emittance. These values are then adjusted to 
account for cloud cover using a method developed by Crawford and Duchon (1999). 
Fractional cloud cov^ Cf is determined by the ratio o f downwelling solar radiation 
Sobs to the estimated clear-sky value o f downwelling solar radiation Sdw:
(17)
‘̂ ciear
Sciear Ù1 (17) is a function o f the day o f year, time o f day, and the shortwave 
atmospheric transmissivity, which is based on atmospheric pressure and dewpoint 
using the formulation o f Myers and Dale (1983). For nighttime values when Sobs is 
zero, cloud fraction is estimated by linear interpolation o f near-sunset values from the 
previous evening to near-sunrise values the follow ing morning.
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2.5 Example Meteorological Input Fields
Over 600,000 hourly, 8-km resolution input Gelds were produced for the seven 
meteorological forcing variables o f the SHEELS model, each w ith data for the 3685 
grid points w ithin the GYA domain. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate four such Gelds as 
typical examples.
Temperature at m idnight local standard time on January 1,1984 is displayed in  Ggure 
7a). ElevaGon inGuences on the temperature Geld are evident in  this Ggure, as can be 
noted Gom comparing it  to Ggure 5. The high-elevaGon peaks o f the Wyoming 
Range to the southeast o f the domain center are considerably cooler than Gieir 
surroundings. Also, warmer tenq)eratures prevail in  the Snake R iver basin extending 
southwestward from  the domain center, and in  the low -lying areas near B illings, 
Montana, in  the northeast comer o f the GYA. W hile indicaGons o f the Wyoming 
Range remain in  the temperature Geld fo r noon local standard tim e on July 1, 1984 
(Ggure 7b), elevaGon eGects are generaUy not as prominent. NoGceable in  both 7a 
and 7b is the lack o f detaG in  the southeastan comer o f the domain, resulting from 
relaGvely sparse observaGons in  that area.
Figure 8a shows downwelling solar radiaGon for noon local standard time on the 
summer solsGce o f 1984. The low  zenith angle o f the sun fo r this parGcular time step 
results in  solar radiaGon Gux approaching 1000 Wm'̂  in  the southeastern porGon of 
the GYA. Towards the northwest, however, solar radiaGon is considerably reduced.
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(a) Near-Suiface Air Temperature (°C) 
Midnight LST, January 1,1984
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(b) Near-Surface A ir Temperature (°C) 
Noon LST, July 1 ,1984
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Figure 7: Gridded 8-km resolution input temperature Geld fo r (a) m idnight local 
standard time, January 1,1984 and (b) noon local standard time, July 1,1984.
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(a) Downwelling Solar Radiation (W m ^  
N oon LST, June 21 ,1984
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(b) Precipitation (mm) 
Noon LST, June 21,1984
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Figure 8: Gridded 8-km resolution input (a) downwelling solar radiation and (b) 
precipitation fo r noon local standard time, June 21,1984.
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presumably as a result o f cloudiness. This hypothesis is corroborated by 
precipitation occurring at the time in  that area (Ggure 8b). It should be noted (hat 
a lth o u ^ downwelling solar radiaGon values are in  part modeled based on diumal 
temperature range, precipitaGon data are not used in  the modeling, such that these are 
independendy denved Gelds.
Clearly, (he Gelds discussed here represent a tiny GacGon o f the complete 
meteorological datasets (hat have been produced. These quality-assured, gridded 
datasets are capable o f providing not only meteorological input fo r the SHEELS 
model, but also input fo r other numerical simulaGons o f sim ilar spaGal resoluGon. 
Such appGcaGons need not be lim ited to land-atmosphere processes, but could also 
include use o f the data fo r ruim ing hydrological, ecological, or clim atological models.
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3 The SHEELS Model
The Simulator fo r Hydrology and Energy Exchange at the Land Surface (SHEELS) is 
a numerical model derived from  the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS) 
o f Dickinson et al. (1993). Smith et al. (1993) provide the original description o f the 
*Tx-BATS" model that became SHEELS, and die ir work remains the definitive 
reference fo r many aspects o f the model. Where substantial changes have not been 
made, this chapter w dl summarize SHEELS, w ith the reader referred to Smith et al. 
(1993) fo r details. Several improvements and additions have b e ^  implemented 
w ithin SHEELS since the Smith et al. (1993) paper, however, and these w ill be 
exp licitly described. Figure 2 provides a schematic diagram o f the SHEELS model.
As it  is used in  this study, SHEELS uses directly measured meteorological inputs. 
However, the model also can be coupled to a GCM. Nominal model temporal 
resolution is one hour, resulting in  87,672 time steps ove  the 10-year period o f study. 
Horizontal resolution is user-selectable and has been set to 8 km, as this rqnesents 
the resolution o f the coarsest input dataset, the fractional vegetation cover derived 
from 8-km global area coverage Normalized DiSerence Vegetation Index (described 
in  section 3.1.2). Use o f a relatively coarse 8-km resolution also reduces 
computational costs in  terms o f model run time and size o f input and output files. 
When fu lly  optimized and run on an IBM  Regatta p690 superconqmter, a 10-year
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simulation over the 3685 grid points o f the GYA requires approximately 200 hours o f 
computational tim e and produces roughly 6 GB o f output data.
3.1 Vegetation
The SHEELS model includes a one-layer treatment o f vegetation and allows fo r 
partial coverage o f grid cells. Total vegetation biomass, in  the form  o f fractional 
vegetaticm cova" and leaf area index (LA I), is then used to model transpiration and 
within-canopy turbulent fluxes, as w ell as account for surface albedo differences 
arising from the presence o f vegetation. Most vegetation parameters w ithin SHEELS 
are temporally constant functions o f prescribed land cover type, as w ill be discussed 
in  section 3.1.1. Grid cell fractional vegetation cover, however, varies in  time using 
methods described in  section 3.1.2.
3.7.7 7/mdcover rype-(%;e7Wenr vegetoffonparameters
The University o f Maryland Global Land Cover Facility (GLCP) has produced a 1- 
km resolution global land cover type database through automated classihcation o f 
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data from 1981-1994 
(Hansen et al., 2000). U tiliz ing both the optical and thermal infrared bands o f the 
AVHRR instrument, classiGcation o f images resulted in  discrim ination o f 14 land 
cover types: water, evergreen needleleaf forest, evergreai broadleaf forest, deciduous 
needleleaf forest, deciduous broadleaf forest, mixed forest, woodland, wooded
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grassland, closed shmbland, open sbrubland, grassland, cropland, bare ground, and 
urban.
For SHEELS model input, cartographically unprojected 1-km GLCF data were 
resampled to match the 8-km square grids used in  the GYA. Resampling was 
accomplished through selection o f the land cover type occurring w ith greatest 
frequency in  each 8-km grid cell. In  the case o f two or more land cover types 
occurring w ith equal frequency w ithin a grid cell, the land cover type occurring 
nearest the center o f the 8-km cell was selected.
Vegetation parameters in  SHEELS that vary w ith land cover type include LA I, 
canopy height, canopy albedos in  the visible and near-infrared wavelengths, 
maximum leaf dimension, and minimum stomatal resistance. In  addition to the 
vegetation parametas, soil surface em issivity is also prescribed based on land cover 
type. Values o f these parameters used fo r this study are summarised in  table 3.
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Table 3: Land cover type-dependent properdes.




Fteidanc8(sm'’ )* Surface Brtssivity®
Mrxmim Campy 
VkWeAkedt/
MnimumCancçy ivfennir^s C W fldM
Water NA NA NA NA 0.95 NA NA 0.010
Evergreai 
NeecSdeaf Fbrœt 5.5 17.0 0.06 200 0.98 005 0.23 0080
Evergmm 
Bmedeef Rmst SuS aao 0.10 150 098 0.04 020 0060
Dedduoua
Nædëerf Fbtea as 17.0 006 200 098 0.05 023 0080
Dedduous 
Broaleaf Forest as 20.0 0.15 200 098 008 028 0.080
MbmdPomBt 4.5 20.0 0.10 200 098 0.06 024 0080
Woxland 4.5 17.0 0.10 200 098 006 024 0080
Wooded Qœsland as 1.0 030 200 096 008 027 OOSS
aosedamWartd as oa 003 200 0.95 006 025 0.070
OpenShntlend as oa 0.03 200 095 008 028 0035
Qmaabnd as 1.0 030 200 0.92 009 029 0080
Oqpbnd as 1.0 0.30 120 09S 0.10 030 0030
BamOtord 0.0 NA NA NA 0.94 NA NA 0020
Utben 0.5 OlS 0.10 200 096 O10 030 0014
V*e8beeadcn:"-DkMn8oneÈd..1993;*-9ekme(8l.199e;*-Oka,19e7;'̂ .B8ckrÉandWt6r,200E
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3.7.2 FrocfwMof veggMfion cover
Hale and Duchon (2003) have shown that inclusion o f a temporally-varying 
component o f vegetation amount in  the SHEELS model signiGcantly improves 
estimated surface temperature. They further theorize that such improvements should 
result in  more accurate simulation o f turbulent and ground heat fluxes, as these are 
functions o f surface temperature. To this end, satellite-derived estimates o f fractional 
vegetation cover have been utilized w ithin SHEELS. In  addition to allowing for 
seasonal changes in  vegetation amount, inclusion o f such estimates is particularly 
important in  (his study to capture the fire-induced vegetation changes that occurred 
w ith in the GYA.
As part o f the National Aeronautics and Space Adm inistration (NASA)/National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) PathEnder AVHRR Land (PAL) 
dataset, surface reflectance values fo r channels 1 (0.58 to 0.68 pm) and 2 (0.725 to 
1.10 pm) have been calibrated, corrected fo r atmosphaic attenuation, rectiGed, and 
resampled to an 8 km by 8 km grid (Agbu and James, 1994). DiGerences between 
AVHRR instruments Gown on the three NOAA polar orbiting satellites used in  the 
penod o f record have been also taken into accotmt.
In  addition to daily data, PAL contains 10-day maximum value composites o f 
reGectance fo r channels 1 and 2. These composites retain data Gom the satellite
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oveipass that produces the maximum Normalized DiBerence Vegetation Index 
(N D VI) value in  a 10-day period. This acts to reduce the potential fo r cloud 
contamination since the high visible albedo o f clouds decreases NDVI.
The 10-day maximum value composite data were obtained fo r the area roughly 
corresponding to 42° to 46° N  and 108° to 114° W. ESRI A rclnfo was used to extract 
data w ithin the bum area peiimeta^ (Ggure 1), as determined by the Yellowstone 
National Park Spatial Analysis Center (2003). The bum area includes regions 
affected by either canopy Gres or ground Gres o f varying bum intensity.
Channel 1 surface reGectances (pREo) and chaimel 2 surface leGectances (pNuO were 
used to produce three vegetaGon indices: the Normalized Difference VegetaGon Index 
(N D VI), the Soil-A(^usted VegetaGon Index (SAVI), and the ModiGed Soil-Ac^usted 
VegetaGon Index 2 (M SAVI2). Developed by Tucker (1979), NDVI uses the 
difference between reGectances in  these two chaimels, normalized by their sum:
N D VI = E m — E m m . (ig )
PMR + PRED
W hile NDVI has a long history o f use in  vegetaGon biomass estimaGon and land 
use/land cover change research, it  has been shown to be somewhat sensiGve to soil 
brightness in  addiGon to vegetaGon amount (Lepneur et al., 1994). As a result, noise 
can be introduced into the vegetaGon index as a result o f variaGons in  soil 
composiGon or soil moisture.
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Huete (1988) developed SAVI in  an effort to reduce the sensitivity o f NDVI to soü 
brightness:
SAVI = —E im — PRBD_ ( i + L ). (19)
PNIR + PRED + L
Here, L  represents a soil adjustment factor that varies from  0 fo r high density 
vegetation to 1 fo r bare soil. Since the vegetation density is usually unknown, and in  
fact is often the variable to be retrieved, a somewhat arbitrary value o f L  = 0.5 is 
frequently employed.
Q i et al. (1994) derived an em pirical function fo r L  based on the NDVI and the 
Weighted Difference Vegetation Index (W DVI):
L  = 1 -2 .1 2  X NDVI xW D V I. (20)
They then solved (19) to arrive at the MSAVI2:
MSAVI2 =  ̂"  V(2PN1R + i f  -  8(pNiR -  PREp) ^21)
The soil adjustment factor in  MSAVI2 is thus a dynamic function o f the channel 1 
and channel 2 reflectances, rather than an arbitrary constant value as in  SAVL
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To determine which o f these indices best captured the Are-induced vegetation 
changes (i.e. demonstrated the largest difkrence between pre-Are and post-Are 
values), time series o f spaAal averages over the bum area were made for each index. 
These were then compared to a time series o f NDVI data that have been spatially 
averaged for the entire GYA. As can be seen Aom Agure 9, N D VI over the entire 
GYA region increased slighAy after the Ares as compared to bekre the Ares. Also o f 
interest is the annual cycle in  the spaAal standard deviaAon resulting Aom low values 
in  the w inter when snow cover is considerable and much vegetaAon is dormant 
throughout Aie region, to h i^  values in  the summer when variaAons in  land cover 
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Figure 9: Time senes o f N D VI spaAally averaged over the entire GYA model domain 
and its associated spaAal standard deviaAon. The Ame period o f the Ares is shaded.
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In  contrast to Ggure 9, NDVI over the bum regions shows a marked decrease in  post- 
Gre versus pre-Gre average and annual maximum and minimum values (Ggure 10). 
This is also true fo r SAVI (Ggure 11) and MSAVI2 (Ggure 12). Spatial standard 
deviations for a ll three indices remain low  throughout the time period, indicating 
relaGvely uniform  vegetaGon amounts w ithin the bum area. A  peak in  the spaGal 
standard deviaGon o f N D VI occurs during the time period o f the Gres, however it  is 
impossible to determine whether this occurs prim anly as a result o f différences in  
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Figure 10: Time senes o f NDVI spatially averaged over the bum area and its 
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Figure 11: Time series o f SAVI spatially averaged over the bum area and its 
associated spatial standard deviation. The time period o f the fires is shaded.
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Figure 12: Time series o f M SAVI2 spatially averaged over the bum area and its 
associated spatial standard deviation. The time period o f the Gres is shaded.
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As has been previously reported (e.g. Lepneur et al., 1994), N D VI has a larger 
dynamic range than the other two vegetation indices. However, the pre-Are versus 
post-Are change in  the spatially and temporally averaged indices as a percentage o f 
their observed 10-year ranges is nearly the same for N D VI and SAVE, and only 
sAghtly less fo r M SAVI2 (table 4). Also, the temporally averaged spaAal standard 
deviaAon as a percent o f range is lower fo r N D VI than the other two indices. Based 
on this and the ubiquity o f N D VI in  land cover change research, N D VI was selected 
fo r parameterizaAon o f vegetaAon amount in  the SHEELS model.
Table 4: VegetaAon index statisAcs
Area/Index GYA NDVI Burn Area NDVi Bum Area SAVi Bum Area MSAVi2
Pre-Fire Average 
(1984-1987) 0.222 0.283 0.124 0.104
Post-Fire Average 
(1989-1993) 0.233 0.218 0.099 0.083
10-Year Range of 
Index 0Æ23 0.623 0.249 0.217
Change as%of 
Range 2.11 -10.43 -10.09 -9.51
10-Year Avg. of 
SpaUal Standard
Deviation
0.891 0.076 0.040 0.036
Avg. Standard 
Deviation as % of 
Range
170.39 12.16 16.20 16.80
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Fractional vegetation cover Of is then varied w ithin SHEELS as a function o f NDVI 
based on the form ulation developed by G illies et al. (1997)
r  N D V I-N D V I^
Of =  2-
N D V I,-N D V I.
(22)
where NDVL, and NDVL are NDVI values fo r bare soil and fu lly  vegetated areas, 
respectively. Values o f -0.040 and 0.764 were used fo r NDVL and NDVI,, 
respectively. These were derived by averaging the highest or lowest observed single­
pixel NDVI value from each o f the 10 years o f the study paiod. Maximum single­
pixel values ranged from  0.640 to 0.992 w ith a standard deviation o f 0.119. 
Minimum single-pixel values ranged from  -0.064 to -0.024 w ith  a standard deviation 
o f 0.013.
3.2 The Soil Coltunn
3.2.7 Soil zongf and fod layerf
W hile SHEELS is sim ilar to BATS in  many respects, signiGcant diffa-ences exist, 
especially in  subsurface parametoizations. Unlike BATS in  which the soil column 
consists o f three nested zones, the soil column in  SHEELS is divided into three 
discrete zones: upper, root, and lower. The upper zone acts as an interface between 
the remaining soil column and the overlying atmosphere. A t the soil column's upper 
surface, both turbulent and radiative Guxes occur, as well as the addition or removal 
o f moisture via inG ltration or evaporation. It  is thus necessary that the upper zone be
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relatively thin so as to best approximate the large tenq)erature and soil moisture 
gradients that may exist w ithin it. Past studies involving the SHEELS model (e.g. 
Martinez et al., 2001; Hale and Duchon, 2003) have eir^loyed a 0.05 m thick upper 
zone, and this thickness has been utilized here as w ell.
The root zone is the portion o f the soil column containing the m ^or proportion of 
root biomass and is a source o f water for transpiration. As diSerent flo ra l species 
have different rooting depths, the thickness o f the root zone is dependent upon the 
type o f vegetation present. However, to minimize computational costs, the SHEELS 
model assumes invariant thickness o f each soil zone across the model domain. 
Examining a study site in  Wyoming near the GYA, Pearson (1982) found that over 
90% o f the root biomass o f lodgepole pines occurs in  the top 0.40 m o f soil. Since 
lodgepole pine comprise 77% o f forests in  Yellowstone National Park and are the 
dominant tree species in  the GYA (SchuUery, 1989), a domain-wide root zone 
thickness o f 0.40 m has been used.
Heat transfer and percolation o f water extend into die lower zone in  SHEELS, which 
may have either a permeable or impermeable lower boundary. Using U.S. 
Department o f Agriculture (USDA) Natural Resource Conspiration Service (NRCS) 
data (described below), the average depth to bedrock in  the GYA has been calculated 
and used as the impermeable lower boundary o f the soil column. The resulting total 
soil column depth is 1.10 m, divided into an upper zone o f 0.05 m thickness, a root 
zone o f 0.40 m thickness, and a lower zone o f 0.65 m thickness.
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Each o f the three soil zones are further subdivided into layers. Input soil parameters 
are speciGed fo r each zone, but do not vary between layers w ithin a zone. InGltration 
and percolation are then separately determined fo r each soil layer using an algorithm 
developed by Capehart and Carlson (1994). Modeling water movement between 
layers in  this maimer results in  the potential fo r different layers w ith in a zone to have 
different fractional water content. Thus, by allowing zones to be divided into layers, 
a non-linear vertical gradation in  soil water content w ithin a zone is possible, which 
results in  better estimates o f water and heat Guxes at the surface.
The number o f layers into which each soil zone is divided is arbitrary. The large 
gradients o f heat and moisture in  the upper zone necessitate relatively thin layers, and 
thus were divided into Gve 0.01 m layas. Martinez et al. (2001) examined the 
optimal number o f layers into which a 2.5 m deep soü column should be divided to 
m inim ize computational expense w ith negligible eGect on accuracy. They found (hat 
a 1.25 m thick root zone should be divided into a minimum o f nine layers. Based on 
this, the 0.40 m th ick root zone in  this study was divided into 3 layers, each 0.133 m 
thick. The relatively inactive Iow a zone w ill remain undivided, as recommended by 
Martinez et al. (2001).
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3.2.2 j'ofZ propgrfy pw w w ferf
The State Soil Geographic (STATSGO) database includes nation-wide soü data 
compüed by the NRCS (USDA-NRCS, 1994) in  the form  o f A rclnfo 7.0 coverages. 
These data are based on detaüed Soü Survey Geographic transects and samples that 
have been aggregated to a 1:250,000 scale quadrangle. In  the STATSGO database, 
dig ita l vector polygons (map units) delineate areas o f sim ilar soü type, re lief, and 
drainage, w ith a minimum polygon size o f about 6.25 km^ (Davis, 2001). Each map 
unit is comprised o f up to 21 component soils. W hile STATSGO includes the percent 
composition o f each component w ithin the map unit, individual coirponents are not 
mapped and thus cannot be geographicaüy located. Additionaüy, components 
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Rgure 13: Schematic diagram o f STATSGO map units, components, and layers.
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Component soil layers are connected to attributes in  the Soü Interpretations Record 
database, which contains numerous physical, chemical, and hydrologie properties. 
Soü bulk density, fractional clay component, and particle size inform ation from this 
database were used to calculate necessary soü parameters fo r each component 
occurring w ithin the GYA. Soü texture class is based on NRCS standards (Soü 
Survey Stag, 1998), whüe e lective porosity, wetting front suction head, and 
saturated hydraulic conductivity are determined &om the Brooks and Corey (1964) 
SOÜ water retention curves using em pirical parameterizations developed by Rawls 
(1983) and Rawls and Brakensiek (1985). Saturated soü suction and a parameter 
used fo r calculating soü d iffusivity (Clapp and Homberger, 1978) are then derived 
from  wetting front suction head and the soü texture. RnaUy, bulk density pb is used 
to find total porosity «{ikt and wüüng point WP by
_2b_ 
2650 kg m '_3 (23)
= (24)
where is the egective porosity and 2650 kg m'̂  is the assumed density o f the 
mineral pordon o f the soü.
Map unit coverages fo r each county w ithin the GYA were geospadaUy intasected 
w ith the model domain grid cells using ESRI Arc View. The resulting percentage 
composition o f map units w ithin grid ceUs was used in  corguncdon w ith the
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percentage composition o f soil components and their layers w ithin each map unit to 
determine areal weighting o f component properties to arrive at grid cell-mean values. 
That is, grid cell-averaged soil properties were derived from  component properties 
weighted by (heir spatial extent in  both the horizontal and vertical dimensions. It 
should be noted that while hydrophobicity can occur as a result o f high intensity 
ground Gres (DeBano, 1981), Shovic (1988) reported no substantial increase in  soil 
hydrophobicity w ithin Yellowstone National Park follow ing the 1988 Gres. 
Consequently, Gre-induced hydrophobicity is neglected in  this study and post-Gre soG 
parameters are equivalent to those used fw  the pre-Gre period.
There are instances in  which a grid ceU contains both land and water conqx)nents at 
the resoluGon o f the NRCS map uiGt coverages. In  such cases, the GYA land cover 
classiGcaGon (secGon 3.1.1) took precedence, such that any water components o f grid 
cells classiGed as land were excluded in  averaging and any soG components o f grid 
ceGs classiGed as water were ignored.
The SoG InterpretaGons Record database also includes values fo r the observed range 
o f depth to bedrock fo r each soG component in  a map unit. Depth to bedrock for each 
map unit was computed as an average o f Giat o f each o f its soG components' depth to 
bedrock, weighted by the component percentage composiGon o f the map unit. 
AreaGy-weighted averaging o f the resultant map unit depth to bedrock values yielded 
a GYA-wide average depth to bedrock o f 1.088 m. This was then used to deGne the
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total soil column thickness and lowo" impermeable txoimdkury in  the SHEELS model 
as 1.10 m.
3.3 Snow Parameteiizations
Past studies involving SHEELS have modeled surface fluxes over Oklahoma (Hale 
and Duchon, 2003; Martinez et al., 2001), central Kansas (Crosson et al., 1993; Smith 
et al., 1993), and the Tarrawarra catchment in  Australia (Martinez, 1999). Snow and 
ice accumulation ova: these areas were minimal fo r the time patods studied, and thus 
there was no need to accommodate frozen water w ithin SHEELS. Snowfall in  the 
GYA, however, is substantial, and in  fact constitutes the m rjo rity o f the annual 
precipitation (D irks and Martner, 1982). For this reason, the SHEELS model has 
been modiGed to account for the effects o f snow cover. Such effects include storage 
o f water at the surface in  the w inter and spring months prior to inG ltration or runoff, 
increase in  surface albedo, and thermal insulation o f the underlying soil column. This 
section addresses partitioning o f precipitation into rain or snowfall, the model snow 
layers, and densiGcation and albedo changes associated w ith the aging o f snow. 
Thermal and radiaGve balances o f the snow layers and the parGGoning o f snow 
ablaGon into losses through sublimaGon, evaporaGon o f meltwater, and inGltraGon o f 
meltwater to the soil surface are discussed in  secGon 3.5.
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j.  j.  7 farfifzoMZMg in^o ^nmv Z(^erf
Precipitation type (rain versus snow) is prescribed in SHEELS as a function o f near­
surface air temperature based on data 6om ±e U.S. Arm y Corps o f Engineers (1956). 
Here, precipitation type is assumed to be entirely liqu id  at temperatures greater than 
3.0 °C and entirely frozen at temperatures below -0.5 °C. Between these two 
temperatures, the precipitation is separated into liqu id  and 6ozen factions in  a linear 
fashion.
Once input liqu id  water precipitation has been partitioned into ra in fa ll and snowfall, 
new snowfall accumulates in the topmost o f a maximum o f four model snow layers. 
Depth o f newly fallen snow is determined through parameterization o f snow density 
based on near-surface air temperature. Anderson and Crawford (1964) found that 
new snow density pnewsnow in kg/m^ may be described as
P _  =50 + 1000 T ^ > 0 " F
(25)
Pnewmo* "  < 0 °F
where is the near-surface air temperature in  °F. W hile there is considerable 
variation in observed new snow densities &om values derived 6om this formulation, 
this provides more realistic values than the often used new snow density o f 100 
kg/m^.
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Maximum thickness o f each o f (he top three model snow layers is 50, 100, and 200 
mm, while the bottom snow layer depth is unbounded. Once a layer reaches its 
maximum thickness, additional snow results in  a shift o f snow from  that layer to the 
next lower layer. In  such instances, the thermal characteristics o f the shifted snow 
amount are averaged w ith those o f the next lower layer, weighted by (heir respective 
snow water equivalents. For example, consider a case in  which the top layer has a 
depth o f 50 mm, snow water equivalent o f 10 mm, and temperature o f 270 K, and the 
second layer has a depth o f 60 mm, snow water equivalent o f 21 mm, and 
temperature o f 266 K. I f  new snowfall occurs w ith depth o f 15 mm, then 15 mm o f 
the original top layer w ill be shifted into the second snow layer since the top layer is 
already at its maximum thickness. The second snow layer would consequently have a 
depth o f 75 mm (60 mm + 15 mm), snow wata" equivalent o f 24 mm (21 mm + 15 
mm/50 mm * 10 mm), and temperature o f 266.5 K  (266 K  * 21 mm/24 mm + 270 K  
*  3 mm/24 mm). In  a sim ilar fashion, the tenq)erature o f the new top layer is an 
average o f the original top layer temperature and the temperature o f the new snowfall 
(taken as equivalent to the near-surface air tenq)aature), weighted by the original top 
layer snow water equivalent (10 mm) and the liqu id  water equivalent o f the new 
snowfall.
A  complication in  the iirp lem aita tion o f snow parametaizations in  the SHEELS 
model is the potential fo r canopy interception o f snow. Over the course o f a season, a 
considerable portion o f the total snowpack may in itia lly  be intercepted by the canopy 
(Storck and Lettenmaier, 1999). A  prim ary consequence o f this interception is an
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increase in  canopy albedo and corresponding decrease in  beating via absorption o f 
solar radiation. E xp lic it modeling o f this interception would substantially increase 
the computational complexity o f SHEELS since it  would necessitate introduction of 
not only a canopy snow layer, but also snow layers below the canopy that would 
d iffe r from the snow layers modeled in  the unvegetated portion o f a grid cell.
In  order to capture the canopy albedo changes resulting from  intercepted snow while 
keeping the model conq)utationally manageable, new snow is added to the canopy to 
a maximum thickness o f 50 mm. Canopy albedo is determined then as a linear 
function o f the amount o f snow in  the canopy, w ith albedo values ranging from the 
input vegetation albedo in  the case o f no canopy snow to the age-ar̂ usted snow 
albedo in  the case o f a completely EUed (50 mm thick) canopy snow layer.
Snow ablation w ithin the canopy occurs at a rate identical to that in  the top ground 
snow layer. Since the water input o f new snow has already been accounted for in  the 
ground snow layers, the movement o f water from the canopy snow layer through 
latent heat flu x  or drip o f melt water is not tracked, thereby maintaining the model 
wato  ̂balance. The net effect o f Aese parametaizations is a computaticmally simpler 
algorithm in  which snow w ithin and outside o f the vegetated regions o f a grid cell are 
treated identically in  terms o f both heat transfer and hydrology, however the canopy 
albedo ejects o f intercepted snow are maintained.
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2 Age-fkpemfgnf jnoiv owf aZ6edo
A fter entering the snowpack, snow density increases w ith age and total snowpack 
depth due to compaction by overlying layers (Bras, 1990). Snow thermal 
conductivity, critica l to accurate modeling o f snow surface temperature and the flux 
o f heat into the snowpack, is a function o f snow density, necessitating that density 
changes be taken into account. The method used in  SHEELS closely follows that o f 
the SNTHERM model developed by Jordan (1991). Specihcally, snow viscosity v is 
modeled as a function o f density pmow and snow surface temperature Tgfe from the 
previous time step:
D = C;T^ + C ;p ^  ) (26)
Here, Vo is the viscosity o f snow at 0 °C extrapolated to zero density (3.6 x 10 
N s m'̂ ) and c i and cz are constants w ith value 0.08 and 0.021 m  ̂ kg"\ 
respectively. Snow density may then be incremaited from  its previous value as





where g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m s'̂ ), Pwat is the density o f liquid 
water (1000 kg m '̂ ), SWE is the snowpack-total snow water equivalent, and At is the 
model time step in  seconds. Density w ithin each layer is lim ited to a maximum value 
o f 525 kg/m^. F inally, snowpack depth in  each snow layer is arÿusted such that
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D ;= W /'%  (28)
H  snow
where D i and W i are the depth and snow water equivalent o f the i-th  snow layer.
In addition to snow density increasing w ith age, the albedo o f snow changes over 
time due to increasing grain size and accumulation o f contaminants (Langham, 1981). 
Snow albedo also varies considerably w ith solar zenith angle 6,. In  the BATS model, 
Dickinson et al. (1993) employ an em pirical algorithm to adjust snow albedo based 
on age and zenith angle, and this same method w ill be utilized here. V isible 
(wavelength < 0.7 nm) albedo ay and near-infrared (wavelength > 0.7 pm) albedo 
(%iR are treated separately:
oty = 0 .9 5 - 0.19F,̂  + /  (0.)(0.02 4- 0.076F^ ) (29)
«m = 0.65 -  0.325F^ + /  (6,)(o. 14 + 0.13F^ ). (30)
In (29) and (30), the firs t term represents the albedo o f new snow w ith low zenith 
angle (0.95 fo r visible wavelengths), the second term accounts fo r the decrease in  
albedo w ith snow age (described below), and the th ird term adjusts the albedo for 
increases that occur at high solar zenith angles (8, > 60°):
(31)
/(8 .)= 0  8 <60°
The snow age factor F,ge in  (29) and(30) is given by
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(32)
where T is a nondimensional snow age incremented at each time step N by:
T '̂ i= (T ^+ A T )(l-10 0A D )
T^+i = 0
AD < 0.01 m 
AD > 0.01 m
(33)
and
AT= (0 3 + Il +
10" s
5000
r ;= r i 
2̂ =1
10
\  273.16 V





AD is the change in  snowpack depth in  meters over the length o f a model time step 
At. As can be seen in  (33), an addition o f 0.01 m o f snowfall resets the snow albedo 
to that o f new snow. The three terms o f (34) account fo r changes in  snow albedo due 
to accumulation o f particulates, grain growth through vapor deposition, and grain 
growth through refreezing o f melt water.
3.4 Model Orography
In addition to elevation influences on input temperature and pressure Gelds, elevation 
also is used in  SHEELS fo r determining slope, which affects runoff, and aspect, an
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important factor in  determining insolation. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has 
developed a hydrologically correct global elevation dataset based on a 30 arc-second 
d ig ita l elevation model (DEM; USGS, 2(X)1). This HYDRO lk dataset provides 
raster-based elevation data at a 1-km resolution in  which natural hydrologie sinks 
have been maintained, while a rtific ia l sinks have been removed. H YDRO lk for 
the GYA were aggregated to an 8-km resolution by assigning the elevation o f (he 1- 
km pixel containing the center o f the 8-km grid to the entire 8-km grid.
Using the 8-km resolution elevation data, slope and aspect were computed for 
overland flow  and solar radiation absorption purposes. For each 8-km pixel, an 
average elevation was computed fo r each o f the four sides o f the pixel. This average 
was weighted based on the center-of-pixel distances to the three ac^acent pixels on 
each side. For example, the northern average elevation is given by
-+ W gE^ (37)
where Emv, Ew, and %E are the elevations o f (he pixels lying to the northwest, nordi, 
and northeast, respectively, and die weights are
Slope across (he grid cell y was then computed using the average elevations
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Y = 2 8000my 2 8000m J
(40)
where ±e subscripted E, W, N, and 8 represent the cardinal directions. Sim ilarly, 




This value is then subtracted from  either 270° [denominator in  (41) is positive] or 90° 
[denominator in  (41) is negative] such that aspect is measured clockwise from  north.
3.5 Modeling o f the Surface Energy Budget
SHEELS calculates the terms o f the surface energy budget given by
= H  + LE + G + Q .^ (42)
where is net radiation, H  sensible heat flux, LE latent heat flux, G grotmd heat 
flux, and the flu x  o f energy due to precipitation fa lling  on the surface. As is 
customary, radiative fluxes in  (42) are taken as positive towards die surface, whereas 
a ll other fluxes are positive away from the surface. Energy storage w ithin the canopy 
and conversion o f energy through biochemical processes are considered negligible. It 
should also be noted that the "ground" heat flu x  tam  in  (42) represents a flux o f 
aiergy into or out o f the combined snow-soil column when snow cova- exists.
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Net radiation Rget is the sum o f incoming and outgoing shortwave and longwave 
radiation. Incoming shortwave (solar) radiation is a model input, as discussed in  
Section 22.3..2. However, downwelling solar radiation input into the SHEELS model 
is measured or modeled incident to a horizontal plane. That is, it  is assumed that the 
measurement is made normal to the gravitational acceleration vector. Terrain slope 
and aspect may then result in  increased or decreased absorption o f solar radiation by 
the surface since the local ground plane may face more towards or away from the 
sun's position in  the sky at any given time o f day. Since terrain variations are 
considerable over the GYA domain, the equivalent slope concept o f Lee (1964) has 
been implemented w ithin SHEELS. This concept states that there is a point w ith 
latitude ((leq and longitude where the radiation incident to a horizontal plane is 
equal to that incident to a sloped plane at latitude <|) and longitude X. This equivalent 
point is given by
f  
-1 1 (43)
where Y is the slope angle and P is the aspect (measured positive from  north).
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Top-of-atmosphere solar radiation incident to a horizontal plane is conqwted fo r each 
model grid cell (kTOA) and it's  equivalent slope point (keg) fo r each time step such that
l̂ TDA = + (|)coj(ci)t)] (45)
= Sg 5 MM (|)^ + co j cof (m t^ )J (46)
where So is the solar constant (1370 Wm"^), 5 is the solar declination, O) is the angular 
velocity o f the earth (15 °hr'̂ ), and t and t@q are differences between local solar time at 
the grid point or equivalent slope point and local solar noon, positive after solar noon. 
By taking the ratio o f these two values at each time step, a time-varying slope 
adjustment factor s&c is calculated
The slope ac^ustment factor is then used to scale the input value o f downwelling solar 
radiation kĥ mt to correct fo r terrain slope and aspect:
^corrected  ~  ^ fa c ^ in p u t '  ( 4 8 )
Reflection o f shortwave radiation is determined by soil albedo, plant surface albedo, 
and fractional vegetation cover, a ll model inputs, in  addition to the previously 
described snow albedo. It should be mentioned here that while surface albedo may 
change considerably follow ing the 1988 GYA Bres, the m ^o iity  o f this change is 
through removal o f vegetation. Knowles (1993) reports Bre-associated soil albedo
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increases o f about 0.05 fo r the GYA. Tests w ith SHEELS indicate that such small 
changes in  soil albedo have negligible e@ect on model results, thus soil albedo 
changes resulting 6om the Gres have not been considered. Alterations in  total albedo 
resulting from vegetation loss w ill be captured through use o f N D VI to vary 
factiona l vegetation cover w ith time as described above.
Emission o f longwave (terrestrial) radiation L«mtied is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann 
equation ^p lie d  to the vegetated and unvegetated portions o f each model grid cell:
= #  -  Gf )e^T ^ + Of ]. (49)
Here, o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10"̂  W m'̂  KT )̂, e is em issivity, T is 
temperature, and the sfc and can subscripts distinguish values fo r the unvegetated 
snow or soil surface and the canopy, respectively. As was illustrated in  table 3, soü 
surface em issivity is a function o f input land cover type, whereas the canopy is taken 
as a blackbody emitter. Modeling o f T^c and Tcm is described in  section 3.5.4 The 
Gnal radiative flux, downwelling longwave radiation, is an input variable and was 
discussed in  section 2.4.
5.5.2
Bulk aerodynamic parameteiizations are used w ithin SHEELS to estimate fluxes o f 
latent and sensible heat over bare soil, vegetated, snow, and liqu id  water surfaces. In 
vegetated areas, fluxes occur between the ground and within-canopy air, between
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plant surfaces and within-canopy air, and between within-canopy air and above- 
canopy air. In areas lacking vegetation, fluxes occur only between the ground, water, 
or snow surface and the overlying atmosphere. Partitioning o f fluxes from bare snow
or soil versus those from  vegetated surfaces is controlled through the fractional
vegetation cover Of described above.
In  calculating sensible and latent heat fluxes, the bulk aerodynamic approach relies on 
differences between atmosphaic temperature T, or speciSc hum idity q, and the 
surface values o f these quantities T, or q „ as w ell as wind speed U and a drag 
coefficient fo r heat exchange Q. or moisture exchange Cm:
H = pCpC,U(T.-T,) (50)
LE = p L C ^U (q .-q ,). (51)
A ir density p is calculated on the basis o f input values o f atmospheric tenqterature, 
hum id î , and pressure, while the latent heat o f vaporization L  is a function o f 
temperature only. Cp is the speciGc heat o f dry a ir at constant pressure (KXM 
Jkg-' K-^).
Drag coe:Kcients C* and Cm in  (50) and (51) must be at̂ usted to account fo r stability 
influences. S tability is determined by a surface bulk Richardson number that is a 
function o f the input above-canopy air temperature and w ind speed, and modeled 
values o f the within-canopy air tempeature and soil surface temperature. Drag
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coefGcients, canopy and soil temperatures, and surface fluxes must be solved in an 
iterative fashion due to the dependence o f (he bulk Richardson stability criterion on 
the within-canopy and soil surface temperatures, and their dependence on the surface 
energy balance.
Latent heat flu x  from  the ground or snow surface is based on the saturation speciGc 
hum idity at the calculated surface temperature (potential évapotranspiration), which is 
then ac^usted to account for water availability using the approach o f Federer (1982). 
Water availability is determined by antecedent precipitation and évapotranspiration, 
as described below.
Input ra in fa ll may be intercepted by the vegetation canopy, inGltrate into the soil 
column, or pond on the soil surface. Canopy intercq)tion is a function o f the 
fractional vegetation cover w ithin a model grid cell. InS ltration o f rainfall or snow 
m elt is controlled through input soil properties fo r each soil zone using Richard's 
equation, as described below. Rain or snow melt in  excess o f the iuGltration rate is 
stored as surface ponding or becomes runoff from  a model grid cell. Sources o f 
liqu id  water available fo r evaporation include canopy-intercepted ra infa ll and liquid 
water in  the upper soil zone or top snow layer. Sublimation may occur from the top 
snow layer in  the absence o f liqu id  water w ithin that layer. Furthermore, root zone 
soil moisture may enter the atmosphere via transpiration, which d iffa s  from direct
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evaporation via a modeled stomatal resistance term that is dependent upon the 
available soil moisture, air temperature, and vegetation type as suggested by Jarvis 
(1976).
In addition to modifications fo r modeling o f snow w ithin SHEETS being necessary 
fo r its use in  the GYA, the extremely cold wintertime temperatures encountered in  
this area necessitate modeling o f frozen soil physics. SpeciEcally, energy used in  
water {Aase changes must be accounted fo r in  computation o f the vertical soil 
temperature proGle (section 3.5.4) and the hydrologie effects o f frozen water in  soil 
layers must be modeled.
The formation o f ice crystals in  the soil m atrix and ice lenses (horizontal layas of 
ice) w ithin the soil column impede the inG ltration o f liqu id  water. The conq)lexity o f 
such processes prevents explicit, physically realistic modeling o f the concomitant 
changes in  hydraulic conductivity in  a computationally feasible manner. However, 
much research has been done attempting to quantify these ice-induced changes 
through the use o f an em pirically derived hydraulic conductivity Kf. Often,
K f is related to the actual hydraulic conductivity K in  an exponential manner. Lundin 
(1990) provides the formulation
where the thermal quality a  can be related to the fractional liqu id  water and ice 





Ei in  (61) is an empirical impedance factor that varies w ith soil type, such that E, is 
generally proportional to soil particle size. Table 5 shows impedance factor values 
used fo r the eleven soil types in  SHEELS, which are based on Lundin's (1990) 
review o f the pertinent literature. The unimpeded hydraulic conductivity K  is a 
function o f total soil moisture and can be expressed as
K  = K ^ ,(f„a , (54)
where b is a soil type-dependent em pirical parameter (Clapp and Homberger, 1978).
Table 5: Hydraulic conductivity impedance factors fo r various soil  types.
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Richard's equation is used to determine the time rate o f change o f the soil sublayer 
fractional water content resulting from diffusion and gravitational drainage
df (55)
where t is time, (|) is the soil porosity, and z is depth. The soil water potential is 
based on fwgt, f̂ e, and the input saturated soil water potential t|/at using the 
formulation o f Clapp and Homberger (1978):
V  ~  Wsat (^w at ^ice ) (56)
Equation (55) can be rewritten as
9z + Gwa. + G i „  (57)
where
Gwat - wat
^ 1.09EiaZnl0 2b + 3  ̂




^ E if^ a tlO ^ k lO  2b + 3  ̂
(fjce + 1.09fwat)^ îce + ^wat
(60)
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This is sim ilar to the derivation o f Martinez et al. (2001), except that the hydraulic 
conductivity is now a function o f the hactional ice content o f the soil layer as weü as 
the fractional liqu id  water content, resulting in  different D and Gwai formulations and 
the addition o f the Gke term in (57).
j .  5.4 GrowW Agor/lux and .rod and fnow
Calculation o f soil and snow temperatures, including surface temperature, is through 
sem i-im plicit solution o f the thermal diffusion equation.
P .c ,,||-  = Q + V -(kV T ) (61)
where p, is the soil or snow density, Cp̂  and k  are the speciGc heat at constant 
pressure and thermal conductivity, T is the temperature at the surface or w ithin a 
lay«-, and VT represents the vertical gradient o f tenq)erature in  the combined snow- 
soil column. Surface thermal forcing by net radiation, atmospheric turbulent fluxes, 
and heat transport via precipitation are represented by Q.
Both specific heat and thermal conductivity are at̂ usted to account for soil moisture 
or snow layer liqu id  water con ta it In the case o f soü, thermal conductivity w ithin 
the layers is assumed to not change w ith the presence or absence o f ice in  the layer. 
Thus, the thermal conductivity is a function soil type and the fractional content o f 
water w ithin the layer, regardless o f the water's phase ( f ^  + f̂ e). For snow layers, a
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dry snow thermal conductivity kdiy is calculated Srst. Sturm et al. (1997) made nearly 
500 measurements o f snow density and thermal conductivity over a 12-year period 
and have developed a regression relationship between these two variables:
=0.138-1.01




where pmow is in  kg m'̂  and the resulting value o f k r̂y is in  W m'̂  K '\ For snow 
densities greater than 600 kg m"̂ , thermal conductivity is based on a linear 
extrapolation o f (62) to the thermal conductivity o f ice (2.51 W m'̂  KT̂ ) at a density 
o f 1(XX) kg m'̂ . The dry snow thermal conductivity is then actuated for liqu id water 
content using data from  Singh (1999) such that
k = k*y+0.17 W m -'K -' (63)
where Dh, is the depth o f liqu id water occurring in  the snow layer having thickness
DsilOW'
Water phase changes can provide a signiGcant source or sink o f tham al eneagy, 
especially w ithin snow layers. To accommodate this, individual soil and snow layer 
temperatures are compared to their previous values follow ing solution o f the heat 
diffusion equation. I f  the temperature o f a layer crosses the freezing point, the 
tempaature o f that layer is set to the freezing point and the additional loss or gain o f
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energy from the layer is used in  water phase changes. Only once a ll water w ithin the 
layer has become either liqu id  or solid is the temperature o f that layer allowed to 
change beyond the freezing po in t Since this isothermal period o f phase change alters 
the previous solution o f the heat diffusion equation, the equation is recomputed for 
the remainder o f the soil-snow column.
It is through the above mechanism that model snow layers melt. This, as w ell as 
ra in fa ll on the snow surface, act to increase the snow layer liqu id  water content. Ihe  
maximum allowable liqu id  water content Diw-m*» is computed in  a manner identical 
w ith that o f the Interactions between Soil, B ios^ere, and Atmosphere -  E xplicit 
Snow (ISBA-ES) model as reported by Boone and Etchevers (2001):
200
Pmo, <200 kg m-"
(64)
= 0.03 W ^  200 kg m -'
where W is the layer snow water equivalent and Pmow is the layer snow density. 
Liquid water in  excess o f the maximum is transferred to the next lower layer. 
Cumulative water transferred out o f the bottom-most layer fcums ponded water which 
is subsequently inûltrated into the soil or runoff.
Coincident w ith the conversion o f snow to liqu id  water is a reduction in  snow layer 
thickness. Simultaneous solution o f the soil or snow surface temperature and the 
resulting latent and sensible heat fluxes to the atmosphere requires an iterative
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approach in  which the number o f iterations is inversely proportional to layer 
thicknesses. Consequently, snow layers cannot be allowed to become excessively 
thin or computational time fo r solution o f the diffusion equation grows unboundedly. 
To alleviate this potential problem, snow ablation resulting in  layer thickness 
becoming less than 2.5 mm results in  combination o f that layer w ith an ac^acent snow 
layer. S im ilarly, i f  the total snowpack depth falls below 2.5 mm, the remaining snow 
water equivalent is converted to liqu id water.
In  addition to (61) providing solution to the soü surface and subsurface temperatures, 
evolution o f VT also provides a means fo r determining ground heat flux. Changes in  
tenq)erature w ithin (he top snow or soü layer and fluxes o f heat from  that layer to (he 
layer below are summed w ithin the model to calculate this fina l surface energy 
budget variable.
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4 Analysis of Model Output for the GYA
W ith the meteorological and topographic inputs described in  chapters 2 and 3, 
SHEELS is capable o f estimating a diverse range o f meteorological and hydrological 
variables fo r the Greater Yellowstone Area model domain. Four model scenarios 
have been run to examine the effects o f the 1988 Gres on surface energy budget and 
soil moisture variables w ithin various areas o f the GYA. The scenarios and area 
subsets are described in  section 4.1, while time series and diurnal averages o f model 
outputs are presented in  sections 4.2 and 4.3. These results are then discussed in 
section 4.4.
4.1 Areas o f Comparison and Model Scenarios
To elucidate the impact o f the Gre-induced vegetation changes in  the GYA, four 
different model scenarios have been utilized. Each scenario enqiloys distinct 
combinations o f meteorological and vegetaGon input data. Results from  these model 
runs have been compared fo r three subset areas in  the GYA: a bum region consisting 
o f areas experiencing either crown Gres or surface Gres, a region iq)wind from the 
bum area, and a region downwind from the bum area. Here, "upwind" and 
"downwind" are in  reference to the climatological wind direcGon, found by Dirks and 
Martner (1982) to be generally west to southwest in  the GYA. Analysis o f wind 
direcGon data from the three surface airway staGons w ithin the GYA also 
demonstrates a predominanGy southwesterly Gow (Ggure 14). The upwind area is
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Figure 14: Predominant w ind direction by day o f year fo r the three surface airway 
stations in the GYA. Based on 1984-1993 observations.
thus o f identical shape and size as the bum area, but is displaced to the west- 
southwest so as to have no overlap w ith the bum area. The downwind area is 
sim ilarly displaced to the east-northeast o f the bum area.
To aid discussion o f the dataset comparisons, it  is beneûcial to identify &e four 
possible manners in  which SHEELS ou^ut may be agected by vegetation and 
meteorology in  the GYA. First, changes in  vegetation amount occur both seasonally 
and intaannually, regardless o f w ildland Ere. These changes w ill be termed 
"unassociated vegetation changes." A  second manner in  which output may be altered 
is through diffidences in  meteorological forcing that are not associated w ith the Gres.
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These "unassociated climate changes" may result from random fluctuations in  the 
atmospheric system, or more deterministic causes such as E l NiAo or the PaciEc 
Decadal Oscillation.
W hile the previous two ways in  which model output may be altered are independent 
o f the 1988 Gres, the other two ways are consequences o f the Gres. The alteration in 
vegetaGon brought about by the Gres is expected to affect both evapotranspiraGon and 
total surface albedo. Resulting "Gre vegetaGon changes" occur only in  the bum area, 
not the upwind or downwind areas. LasGy, the Gre vegetaGon changes may then alter 
atmosphenc water vapor dynamics, leading to changes in  regional predpitaGon 
patterns and creating "Gre climate changes" that affect soil moisture and atmosphenc 
Guxes. W alker and Rowntree (1977), Yeh et al. (1984), and Zheng and E ltahir (1998) 
have shown that soil moisture anomahes can be self-sustaining to an extent, as 
anomahes in  soG evaporaGon produce precipitaGon anomalies. Thus, the effect o f 
Gre climate changes on modeled soG moisture and latent heat Gux could be 
substanGal.
4.7.7 Control (CTRL) dotoret
The Grst set o f model ou^ut values is a control set, in  which model forcing is 
obtained direcGy from  observaGons throughout the time period o f the study. That is, 
observed meteorological and vegetaGon data have been input into the model both 
prior to and after the Gres. Resulting hourly values o f soG moisture, snow water
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équivalent, and surface energy budget variables have been spatially averaged for each 
o f the three subset areas and represent indigenous conditions over the GYA.
H ie second model scenario is one in  which output variables are derived from 
repeating the vegetation forcing from  the pre-Sre period (1984-1988) during the post­
fire  period (1989-1993). Meteorological forcing in  this scenario remains as observed 
for the entire 10-year period. In  this manner, interannual and seasonal changes in  
vegetation are maintained, but the large-scale removal o f vegetation by the 1988 Gres 
is not realized w ithin the model. Differences between vegetation forcing repeated 
dataset values and control dataset values over the bum area reGect the direct effects o f 
the Gre induced vegetaGon changes, as w ell as any unassociated vegetaGon changes, 
on soil moisture and surface energy budget variables. In  contrast, a sim ilar 
conq)arison between VFR and CTRL in  the upwind and downwind areas allows 
determinaGon o f the degree to which unassociated vegetaGon changes alone aSected 
soil moisture and Guxes. ConsequenGy, differences over the bum area that arise Gom 
both Gre and unassociated vegetaGon changes can be compared to differences over 
the upwind and downwind areas where only unassociated vegetaGon changes have 
occurred. This helps c la rify how much o f the diGerences seen in  soG moisture and 
Guxes in  the bum area arise solely as a result o f the Gre-induced vegetaGon changes.
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7.3 rgpgofgff (MFR) dbfaaef
Repeating the meteorological forcing while using observed vegetation data 
throughout the study period produced the third dataset o f surface energy budget, soil 
moisture, and snow water equivalent values. In this case, the day-to-day weather fo r 
the post-hre period is identical to that o f the pre-fire period, but effects from  the 6re- 
induced vegetation changes are ^:eserved. By comparing output from  this model run 
to the control run over the upwind area, differences in  water variables and fluxes 
resulting from unassociated climate changes may be determined. Differences in  the 
bum and downwind areas between values from this dataset and the control dataset 
reflect both unassociated climate changes and Gre climate changes.
The fourth dataset consists o f values derived by repeating the meteorological and 
vegetation forcing from  the period before the Gres during the model period after the 
Gres. Thus, changes resulting from the Gres w ill not be rqwesented in  the model, 
howevM interannual variability in  vegetaGon amount and meteorological forcing w ill 
remain. It should be noted that, aside from short-lived changes resulting Gom sGghtly 
d iffaen t iniGal condidons, the second ha lf o f this dataset is idendcal to the Grst half 
and is included in  this discussion fo r conq)leteness. The actual model run used to 
produce this dataset simulated only the 1984-1988 period to minim ize computer time.
Model results fo r this dataset reflect soil moisture, snow water equivalent, and 
atmospheric fluxes had the m ^or vegetation changes, and any possible ensuing 
changes in  atmospheric forcing, not occurred. Over the upwind area, differences 
between soil moisture, snow water equivalent, and flux values from this dataset and 
those from the control dataset demonstrate the degree to which these variables in  the 
upwind region were impacted by unassociated vegetation changes and unassociated 
climate changes. Over the bum area, differences between this dataset and the control 
dataset reflect the total impact o f aU changes: unassociated vegetation changes, Sre 
vegetation changes, unassociated climate changes, and 6re climate changes. The 
differences over the downwind area from the control dataset represent changes 
brought about by unassociated vegetation changes and both unassociated and fire  
climate changes.
4.2 Spatially Averaged Time Series
This section presents time series o f daily-avauged data that also have been spatially 
averaged over the subset areas. These data include radiative, turbulent, and grotmd 
heat fluxes, snow water equivalent, and soil total liquid water content. As previously 
stated, the 1989-1993 BFR dataset is identical to a ll o f the pre-fire period datasets. 




Figures 15-17 illustrate the radiation budget fo r the bum, upwind, and downwind 
areas during the post-fire period fo r each o f the four model scenarios. Most evident 
in  these hgures is the large annual variation in  net shortwave radiation. Low solar 
elevation, short periods o f solar insolation, and the high albedo o f snow cover a ll 
contribute to very low wintertime values o f absorbed solar radiation.
Less obvious is the armual cycle in  net longwave radiation, which is best seen in  the 
bum and upwind areas (Ggures 15 and 16). Net longwave minima occur in  early 
October when cool atmospheric temperatures result in  weak downwelling longwave 
radiation while the soil is stUl relatively warm and consequently em itting a large 
amount o f thermal radiation. Accumulation o f snow on the soil surface quickly 
attenuates this large emittance, causing a rapid increase in  net longwave radiation as 
w inter progresses. This results in  a highly non-sinusoidal annual cycle.
As m ight be expected, drSerences in  the radiation budget between the C iK L  and 
VFR scenarios are quite small fo r the upwind area (Ggure 16 a and c). Such 
differences would result solely from changes in  vegetation amount from the pre-hre 
period to the post-Sre period, and since this area was not affected by the 1988 Gres, 
the change in  vegetation forcing was small. This is sim ilarly true fo r the downwind 
area (Ggure 17 a and c). Root mean square (RMS) differences between VFR and
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CTRL net shortwave flux were 1.9 Wm'̂  and 2.5 Wm'̂  fo r the upwind and downwind 
areas, respectively (see table 6). RMS differences were also small fo r net longwave 
flux, w ith an upwind area diHerence o f 1.8 Wm'̂  and a downwind area difference o f
2.3 Wm'̂ . These RMS differences were calculated after removal o f the average 
difference, as is the case for a ll RMS differences presented subsequently.
Radiation budget differences between the VFR and CTRL scenarios were slightly 
larger over the bum area (Ggure 15 a and c), but s till small. Here, RMS differences 
fo r net shortwave and net longwave Guxes were 5.9 Wm'̂  and 3.7 Wm'̂ . Average 
diGerences o f these Guxes were 2.8 Wm'̂  and -2.6 Wm'̂ , indicating somewhat more 
absorption o f solar radiation, apparently resulting in  warmer surface temperatures and 
slightly greater longwave emittance.
Table 6: Average and RMS differences in  radiative Guxes fo r the various model 
scenarios.
Net Shortwave Flux (Wm'^ Net Longwave Flux (Wm'^
Avq. Dfff. RMS DIff.' Avg. Dfff. RMSDIff.*
VFR-CTRL 2.82 5.85 -2.60 3.66
E
m MFR-CTRL 1.59 37.25 -1.96 16.94
BFR-CTRL 4.89 38.77 -4.70 18.19
"O VFR-CTRL 0.06 1.91 020 1.82
1 MFR-CTRL -1.25 37.38 -0.74 17.833
BFR-CTRL -1.49 37.81 -0.25 18.13
C VFR-CTRL 0.02 2.52 0.47 2.29
g
MFR-CTRL 0.73 42.48 -1.81 17.45
BFR-CTRL 0.82 42.88 -1.48 17.55
RMS differences after removal of the mean difference.
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Comparisons o f the net shortwave and net longwave fluxes between the CTRL and 
MFR datasets (Ggures 15-17 a and b) show considerably larger RMS differences for 
a ll three area subsets. This is also seen in  a comparison between the CTRL and BFR 
datasets (Ggures 15-17 a and d), which have RMS diKerences o f sim ilar magnihide. 
The large RMS diBerences resulting 6om repeating the meteorological forcing 
indicate that disparities between the pre-Bre and post-Bre climate had a substantially 
larger effect on variability o f radiative Buxes than did vegetation changes.
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Rgure 15: Spatially averaged time series o f radiative fluxes over the bum area fo r a) CTRL, b) MFR, c) VFR, and d) BFR
scenarios.
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Figure 16: Spatially averaged time series o f radiative fluxes over the upwind area fo r a) CTRL, b) MFR, c) VFR, and d)
BFR scenarios.
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Figure 17: Spatially averaged lim e series o f radiative fluxes over the downwind area fo r a) CTRL, b) MFR, c) VFR, and d)
BFR scenarios.
#̂.2.2 TlwrZfWg/iï ow f growmf A fof
Time series o f latent, sensible, and ground heat fluxes are illustrated in  ûgure 18 
(bum area), figure 19 (upwind area), and ûgure 20 (downwind area). Noteworthy are 
the consistently negative sensible heat fluxes and predominantly positive ground heat 
fluxes for a ll three area subsets. A possible explanation fo r these unusual results is 
discussed in  section 4.4. Also ^parent in  these figures is the considerably smaller 
latent heat flu x  over the downwind area relative to the upwind and bum areas, 
regardless o f the model run being examined. Smaller latent heat flu x  values indicate 
that the downwind area is generally drier than the other two areas, as w ill be shown in 
the next section.
As w ith the radiative fluxes, RMS di&rences between the CTRL and VFR model 
runs are considerably smaller than the RMS differences between the CTRL and MFR 
or BFR simulations fo r aU three fluxes (table 7). Avoage differences are generally o f 
sim ilar magnitude fo r a ll o f these comparisons as w ell, w ith the important exceptions 
o f latent and sensible heat fluxes over the bum area. For these, average differences 
between CTRL and VFR are sim ilar to those between CTRL and MFR, but 
considerably smaller than the CTRL-BFR diffaences. This alludes to a synergistic 
e ffw t over the bum area where the combination o f diSierent vegetation and different 
climate results in  greato" changes in  latent and sensible heat fluxes than are observed 
for either forcing difference acting alone. This synergism is not seen in  the upwind or
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downwind areas where differences in  latent and sensible heat fluxes between the 
CTRL and BFR scenarios are sim ilar to those found conq)aring the CTRL scenario 
w ith the VFR or MFR simulations.
Table 7: Average and RMS differences in  turbulent and ground heat fluxes fo r the 
various model scenarios.
L a te n t  H e a t  F lu x S e n s ib le  H e a t  F lu x  ( W m  ^ G ro u n d  H e a t  F lu x  fW m '^ )
A v g . D iff . R M S  D iff." A v g . D if f . R M S  D if f . * A v g . D if f . R M S  D if f .*
V F R - C T R L 8 .5 9 2 0 .1 7 - 7 .6 3 1 7 .2 8 - 0 .7 3 5 .2 5
a M F R -C T R L 1 2 .4 3 5 0 .8 6 -8 .0 1 41^2 -4 .8 1 3 6 .3 4
B F R -C T R L 2 3 .6 0 5 9 .2 7 -1 6 .3 7 4 6 .7 5 - 7 .0 5 3 6 .7 4
X. V F R - C T R L -0 .9 1 6 .2 8 0 .6 3 6.11 0 .5 5 2 .9 8
& M F R - C T R L 4 .5 6 5 7 .2 8 - 2 .9 6 5 2 .7 1 -3 .5 8 3&71
3
B F R -C T R L 2 .9 2 5 8 .4 0 - 2 ,0 5 5 3 .5 7 -2 .6 1 3 9 .5 3
? V F R - C T R L 0 .7 6 6 .5 0 -1 .9 9 7 .5 8 1 .7 1 5 .4 5
M F R -C T R L 5 .3 2 4 9 .3 4 - 4 .5 9 5 4 .0 6 - 1 .7 9 4 4 .6 9
Q B F R -C T R L 3 .7 6 4 9 .2 5 - 3 .2 4 5 4 .8 9 - 1 .1 9 4448
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Rgure 18: Spatially averaged tiine series o f turbulent and ground heat fluxes over the bum area fo r a) CTRL, b) MFR, c)
VFR, and d) BFR scenarios.
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Rgure 19: Spatially averaged tiine series o f turbulent and ground beat fluxes over the upwind area fo r a) CTRL, b) MFR,
c) VFR, and d) BFR scenarios.
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Rguie 20: Spatially averaged time series o f turbulent and ground beat fluxes over the downwind area fo r a) CTRL, b)
M E ^ c) VFR, and d) BFR scenarios.
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4.2.^ vyafgr ccvzfenf owf fnow wafer egiavafeMf
Figures 21,22, and 23 present spatially averaged time series o f snow water equivalent 
and total depth o f liqu id water w ithin the soil column fo r the bum, upwind, and 
downwind areas. Most obvious is the large difference in  peak snow water equivalent 
between the bum, upwind, and downwind regions. Elevations o f these three areas are 
considerably different, w ith the bum area having an average elevation o f 2490 m, 
while the upwind and downwind area average elevaticms are 1760 m and 1510 m, 
respectively. Cooler a ir and soil temperatures associated w ith the higher elevation o f 
the bum area result in  greater snowfall amounts and longer snowpack persistence in  
the bum area. The sparse snowpack and substantially lower soil water content o f the 
downwind area help explain the relatively low latent heat fluxes observed in  this 
region, as noted in  section 4.2J2.
Again, RMS differences from the CTRL model run fo r the VFR run are considerably 
smaller than those fo r the other two model runs (table 8). The one exception to this is 
soil liqu id  water content over the downwind area. In  this case, the VFR-CTRL RMS 
diËerence o f 10 mm is roughly ha lf that o f the MFR-CTRL and BFR-CTRL 
comparisons. Also, the average difference fo r the VFR-CTRL conq)arison is nearly 
the same magnitude, although o f opposite sign, as the MFR-CTRL and BFR-CTRL 
average diSerences. The VFR-CTRL differences in  soil moisture occur in  spite o f
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negligibly small deviations in  snow water equivalent and differences in  latent heat 
flu x  sim ilar to those o f the other areas.
Table 8: Average and RMS differences in  soil liquid water content and snow water
Soil Liquid Water Content (mm) Snow Water Equivalent (mm)
Avq. Diff. RMS Diff.' Avq. Diff. RMS Diff.'
VFR-CTRL -0.26 3J27 -6.14 7.08
E
m MFR-CTRL -2.68 23.95 -11.85 48.86
BFR-CTRL -2.82 23.45 -17.77 50.47
"D VFR-CTRL -1.55 2.95 -0.07 1.42
C
1 MFR-CTRL -0.67 21.84 4.42 23.823
BFR-CTRL -3.61 21.18 5.03 24.73
1 VFR-CTRL 4.84 8.71 -0.25 1.15
1 MFR-CTRL -5.22 18.86 -1.12 5.78
O BFR-CTRL -8.83 20.06 -1.09 6.23
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Figure 21: Spatially averaged time series o f soil liqu id water content and snow water equivalent over the bum area fo r a)
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Figure 22: Spatially averaged time series o f soil liqu id  water content and snow water equivalent over the upwind area fo r a)
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Figure 23: Spatially averaged time series o f soil liqu id  water content and snow water equivalent over the downwind area
fo r a) CTRL, b) MFR, c) VFR, and d) BFR scenarios.
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4.3 Diurnal Averages
In  addition to the time series o f spatially averaged variables described above, diurnal 
averages also have been produced on both monthly and annual bases. As w ith the 
time series, these data have been spatially averaged over the bum, upwind, and 
downwind areas. Presented in  this section are annual diumal averages o f surface and 
canopy temperatures, as w ell as diumal averages o f the surface energy budget 
components for the month o f August.
4.J.7 canopy rernpgromrg
Figures 24-26 present dium ally averaged surface and canopy tempaatures produced 
by averaging these fluxes by hour o f day over the entire 5-year post-hre time period. 
Surface temperature is the top soil layer temperature in  the absence o f snow cover, or 
the top snow layer temperature when snow cover is present. Canopy temperature is 
the model-calculated leaf temperature. Surface temperatures generally reach dieir 
maximum values around 1400 LST, w ith minima occurring near 0800 LST. This 
very closely matches idealized surface temperature diumal cycles (e.g. Oke, 1987) 
where maxima lag peak insolation by roughly two hours and minima tend to coincide 
w ith early morning air temperature minima. Canopy temperature minima and 
maxima in  hgures 24-26 occur slightly ahead o f their surface temperature 
counterparts. This is due to a lack o f energy storage capability in  the modeled canopy 
causing temperatures to more closely coincide w ith insolation and air tenq)erature
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peaks and troughs. The lack o f storage also results in  a larger amplitude diumal wave 
fo r the canopy tenq^ratures relative to surface temperatures.
W ith the exception o f the upwind area MFR-CTRL and BFR-CTRL cases, 
intercomparison o f model runs show small average and RMS differences for surface 
temperature. Canopy temperature differences are generally larger, although stUl 
relatively small (table 9). The larger canopy temperature diKerences are most like ly 
another consequence o f zero heat storage w ithin the model canopy, whereas heat 
storage w ithin the soil column helps attenuate variations in  surface temperature 
resulting from  disparate model forcing scenarios.
Table 9: Average and RMS differences in  dium ally averaged surface and canopy
Surface Temperature (K) Canopy Temperature (K)
Avg. Diff. RMS Diff.' Avg. Diff. RMS Diff.*
VFR-CTRL 0.55 0.30 -0.60 1.31
E
m MFR-CTRL -0.03 0.18 -1.30 1.14
BFR-CTRL 0.65 0.37 -0.67 1.56
"O VFR-CTRL 0.01 0.05 -0.10 0.06
Î MFR-CTRL -0.58 0.17 -1.03 0.303
BFR-CTRL -0.49 0.24 -0.60 0.16
1 VFR-CTRL 0.03 0.03 -0.65 0.66
1 MFR-CTRL 0.26 0.19 -0.59 0.88
O BFR-CTRL 0.43 0.25 -0.33 0.71
* RMS difierences after removal of the mean difference.
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Rgure 24: D ium ally averaged surface and canopy temperatures over the bum area fo r a) CTRL, b) MFR, c) VFR, and d)
BFR scenarios.
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Rgure 25: D ium ally averaged surface and canopy temperatures over the upwind area fo r a) CTRL, b) MFR, c) VFR, and
d) BFR scenarios.
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Figure 26: D ium ally ave rted  surface and canopy temperatures over the downwind area fo r a) CTRL, b) MFR, c) VFR,
and d) BFR scenarios.
The MFR. and BFR simulations generally resulted in lower canopy and surface 
temperatures than the control scenario. This reflects the fact that, spatially averaged 
over the entire model domain, input solar insolation was 1.2 MJday'̂  higher during 
the 1989-1993 post-hre period than during the 1984-1988 pre-6re period, an increase 
o f 16%. It should be noted that this large increase in  solar insolation is not found in 
comparing pre-fire vasus post-Gre values from  the four stations in  the GYA at which 
solar radiation is measured. Thus, the increase may be an artifact o f the Bristow and 
Campbell (1984) method used to model solar radiation, and occurred in  spite o f an 
average increase in  annual precipitation o f 21 mm (6%) follow ing the Gres. 
Consequendy, even though the modeled post-Gre period had more precipitation, it  
also had more downwelling solar radiadon leading to warmer canopy and surface 
temperatures. By repeating the meteorological forcing in  the MFR and BFR 
scenarios, this increase in  insoladon was not realized and canopy and surface 
temperatures remained reladvely cool.
W hile the MFR and BFR simulaGons lead to general decreases in  canopy and surface 
ten^)eratures, the tim ing o f maximum and minimum values was not signiGcantly 
altered. This is true for a ll three subset areas and each o f the four model scenarios, 
indicating that although solar insoladon was substanGally higher fo r the post-Gre 
penod than the pre-Gre penod, the increase in  radiation does not seem to have 
preferentially occurred during a speciGc portion o f the day.
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4.^.2 mergy
D ium ally averaged surface energy budget variables fo r the month o f August are 
presented in  Ggures 27-29. These August diumal averages are sim ilar to diumal 
averages fo r the entire post-fire time period, however differences between model 
scenarios are more easily seen due to the larger magnitude o f the fluxes during the 
summer months. As was noted in  section 4.2.2 and w ill be discussed further in  the 
next section, integrated values o f the ground heat flux are consistently positive, while 
those o f the sensible heat flu x  are negative. Since solar noon occurs at approximately 
1230 fo r the GYA in  August, peak net radiation is seen in  figures 27-29 to occur 
slightly after 1200 LST. Peak latent heat flu x  values occur around 1400 LST, 
corresponding to the previously discussed maxima in  surface and canopy 
temperatures. Peaks in  ground heat flux precede those o f net radiation by roughly 
two hours, when the rate o f change o f soil tempauture is the greatest. Sensible heat 
fluxes, however, do not fo llow  the commonly observed diumal cycle resembling that 
o f the latent heat fluxes. Instead, maxima w ithin the upwind and bum areas occur 
near 0800 LST and minima occur at approximately 1800 LST. The downwind area 
demonstrates a substantially different diumal sensible heat flux curve w ith a broad 
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Rgure 28: D ium ally averaged surface energy budget variables fo r the month o f August over the upwind area fo r a) CTRL,
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Rgure 29: D ium ally averaged surface energy budget variables fa r the month o f August over the downwind area fo r a)
CTRL, b) MFR, c) VFR, and d) BFR scenarios.
Table 10 shows the surface energy budget average and RMS differences between 
annual dium ally averaged ou^ut from  the CTRL model run and the other three 
scenarios fo r the upwind, downwind, and bum areas. Differences are small fo r a ll 
three comparisons over the downwind area, while differences in  the upwind area are 
considerably larger fo r the MTR^-CTRL and BFR-CTRL comparisons than fo r the 
VPR-CTRL comparison. The bum area demonstrates sim ilar differences between the 
VFR-CTRL and the M H l-C TR L comparisons, but much larger differences are seen 
fo r turbulent fluxes in  the BFR-CTRL comparison. This was seen previously in  
comparing the spatially averaged turbulent flu x  time series (section 4.2.2). In 
general, repeating o f model forcings had a larger impact over the bum area than the 
other two areas. Tim ing o f flu x  minima and maxima was mostly unaffected by 
repeating model forcings.
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VFR-CTRL 0.22 3.88 8.54 7.29 -7.59 2.96 -0.73 2.54
MFR-CTRL -0.38 3.32 12.39 3.75 -7.95 3.30 -4.82 2.27
BFR-CTRL 0.17 7.47 23.51 9.20 -16.28 6.76 -7.05 2.48
t
VFR-CTRL 0.26 0.18 -0.91 0.69 0.63 0.73 0.55 1.24
MFR-CTRL -1.99 0.89 4.50 2.10 -2.95 1.79 -3.55 0.90
BFR-CTRL -1.75 1.21 2.85 2.71 -2.04 1.41 -2.58 1.22
i
VFRCTRL 0.48 0.40 0.75 1.45 -1.97 2.31 1.70 2.44
fVlFR-CTRL -1.06 1.13 5.23 2.11 -4.52 2.86 -1.75 2.00
BFR-CTRL -0.67 1.18 3.69 2.86 -3.18 3.01 -1.18 1.51
* RMS differences after removal of the mean difference.
4.4 Discussion o f Results
In  examining time series and diurnal averages o f surface energy budget variables, soü 
liquid water content, and snow water equivalent over the upwind and downwind areas 
for the VFR scenario it  becomes apparent that unassociated vegetation changes had 
relatively small effects. Conversely, the fire-associated vegetation changes occurring 
in  the bum area are considerably larger. Generally, removal o f vegetation by the 
1988 hres caused increases in  sensible heat flu x  w ith comparable decreases in  latent 
heat flux. This increase in  the Bowen ratio occurred in  spite o f slightly cooler surface 
temperatures and increased snow water equivalenL
Unlike the unassociated vegetation changes, unassociated climate changes, illustrated 
over the upwind area in  the MFR scenario, had a noticeable impact on turbulent 
fluxes, surface temperatures, and snow water equivalent. This is not particularly 
surprising since substantial climate differences between the pre-6re and post-hre 
periods would not be unusual due to both random and determ inistic causes. 
Vegetation changes outside the bum area, however, would like ly  be relatively small, 
and thus have little  impact on the variables examined. Unassociated climate changes 
resulted in  somewhat decreased latent heat flux, increased sensible heat flux, warmer 
surface temperatures, and reduced snow water equivalent.
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In  the bum area, and to a lesser extent in  the downwind area, the MFR scenario 
revealed Gie climate changes resulting in  a reduction o f latent heat flux and increase 
in  sensible heat flu x  considerably larger than those changes seen in  the upwind area. 
Also, snow water equivalent was increased in  the bum and downwind areas after the 
Gres, contrary to the decrease seen in  the upwind area. It is interesting to note that the 
increase in  snow water equivalent seems contradictory to the increased Bowen ratio 
observed in  the bum and downwind areas.
The combined effects o f vegetation and climate changes are elucidated in  comparing 
the BFR simulation to the control model run. Here, the greatest impact is over the 
bum area where both Bre-associated and unassociated changes are realized. Latent 
heat flux is considerably reduced, while sensible heat flu x  is increased as a 
consequence o f post-fire changes in  vegetation and climate. Also, snow water 
equivalent is substantially increased. Average differences in  surface mergy budget 
variables and snow water equivalent are generally smaller fo r the upwind and 
downwind areas where 6re-associated vegetation changes are not realized. However, 
slightly larger differences in  turbulent heat fluxes are realized in  the downwind area 
than the upwind area, indicating that Sre-associated climate changes advected over 
the downwind area may act to anq)lify differences induced by the unassociated 
climate and vegetation changes in  this area.
W hile the sizeable differences in  surface energy budget variables and snow water 
equivalent attributable to Bre-induced vegetation changes are o f considerable interest,
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it  is important at this point to comment on the lim itations and possible sources o f 
error in  this study. As w ith any model results, caution must be exercised in  
attributing differences in  output to physical causes, when these differences may 
actually arise 6om purely numerical origins. This especially needs to be considered 
here since the snow and frozen soil algorithms newly implemented in  the SHEELS 
model have not been tested against observations. Model input fields and parameters 
may also lead to erroneous results.
For example, the persistently negative sensible heat flu x  and positive ground heat flux 
values mentioned in  section 4.2.2 may be a consequence o f in itia l bottom soil layer 
temperatures being too low. In itia lization o f temperature w ithin the soil column was 
accomplished through use o f the 10-year mean near-surface air temperature. 
Attenuation o f the armual (and diurnal) temperature wave w ith soil depth results in  a 
Gnite level at which the amplitude o f the wave becomes negligible, and the 
temperature approaches a constant value equal to that o f the mean surface 
temperature. Since numerical solution o f the heat diffusion equation in  SHEELS 
necessitates the bottom-most soil layer having constant temperature, it  thus seems 
logical to in itia lize  this temperature to the clim atological mean near-surface air 
temperature. This method was employed fo r modeling o f the GYA, w ith the 
exception that bottom soil layer temperatures were initia lized at a value o f 0.5 °C in  
lieu o f the mean near-surface air temperature in  instances where the mean was less 
than 0.5 °C. This prevented a permanently frozen bottom soil layer. Resulting 
bottom soil layer temperatures are depicted in  Ggure 30.
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w Figure 30: Map o f in itia l bottom soil layer temperatures (°C).
Top soil layer tenqieratuie was in itia lized to the near-sniface air temperature o f the 
Grst time step (m idnight, January 1, 1984). In itia l temperatures o f the remaining soil 
layers were computed by linear interpolation between the top and bottom layer 
tenqieratures based on each layer's depth.
In  retrospect, the insulating qualities o f the snowpack act to reduce the influence of 
cold wintertime near-surface air temperatures on the deep soil temperature. Thus, the 
clim atological mean near-surface air temperature should be lower than the actual 
deep soü temperature. By using the clim atological mean to in itia lize  the bottom-most 
SOÜ layer temperature, w h id i then does not change throughout the model time period, 
the SOÜ column tends to remain excessively cold, w ith consequent high ground heat 
fluxes and persistent negative sensible heat fluxes.
This problem is especially noticeable in  the bum area (e.g. ûgure 27). As would be 
expected, mean near-surface a ir temperature is lowest in  high-elevation regions, and 
these are also the areas o f greatest snowfall. Average bottom soü layer temperature 
w ithin the bum area is 0.73 °C, as compared to averages o f 4.41 °C and 6.06 °C in  the 
upwind and downwind areas, respectively. Furthamore, as previously discussed, 
comparison o f ûgures 21-23 reveals that snowpack depths are signiûcantly greater in  
the bumed area than (he upwind and downwind areas, which would result in  greater 
thermal insulation o f the soü column during w inter months and a larger discrepancy 
between (he prescribed and actual temperatures o f (he bottom-most soü layer.
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Also aAecting soil column temperatures is the total depth o f the column. The depth 
to the bottom o f the soil column was selected from a hydrologie perspective, namely 
the avaage depth to impermeable bedrock in  the GYA. The consequent total soil 
column thickness o f 1.10 m is like ly  not deep enough to have negligible annual 
temperature changes jus tid in g  the constant bottom soil layer temperature w ithin the 
SHEELS model. Oke (1987), fo r example, reports that the annual temperature wave 
in  some soils may extend to a d ^ th  o f 14 m. Clearly, this necessitates additional 
model soil layers that are thermally active, even i f  not hydrologically active.
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s Summary
The vast geographic scale o f the 1988 Yellowstone fires provides a unique 
opportunity fo r research on the clim atological, hydrological, and ecological inqiacts 
o f w ildland Gre. W hile many scientists already have taken advantage o f this 
opportunity, h ttle  prior research has been done to quantify the effects o f Gre-induced 
land cover change on long-term surface energy budget, snow water equivalent, and 
soil moisture values, either in  the GYA or elsewhere. However, altered climatologies 
o f these variables could have far-reaching implications, and the possibility that fire- 
induced land cover changes can bring about such alteraGons has been examined in 
this study.
Meteorological observaGons spanning the 10-year period o f 1984-1993 have been 
collected Gom 178 stations w ithin the GYA. The meteorological data were quality 
assured using range, step, and spatial tests before being interpolated to an 8-km 
spatial grid and 1-hour temporal resoluGon. Elevation-based corrections were applied 
to tenq)erature and atmospheric pressure observaGons, and the spatially sparse 
observaGons o f downweUing solar radiaGon were supplemented w ith values modeled 
on the basis o f diurnal temperature range. DownweUing longwave radiaGon Gelds 
were modeled, as weU. Ultim ately, a quality assured meteorological dataset was 
produced, comprising hourly data fo r seven variables: near-surface a ir temperature, 
relaGve hum id î , precipitaGon, w ind speed, atmospheric pressure, and downweUing
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solar and longwave radiation. Uns dataset was then used in  coryunction w ith 
vegetation, orographic, and soil data to run the SHEELS land-atmosphere model.
Uses o f the meteorological dataset described above are not lim ited to SHEELS model 
input. The gridded, quality-assured data are ideal for use as input for a wide range o f 
numerical models, including other land-atmosphere models, hydrologie models, and 
ecological models. Studies o f regional and local-scale climate w ithin the GYA are 
also possible w ith the meteorological dataset Such studies are made more feasible by 
the format uniform ity, quality assurance, and aggregation o f data from a variety o f 
observation networks.
In  addition to amassing the meteorological and topogr^hic inputs required for 
modeling land-atmosphere processes in  the GYA, considerable modification o f the 
SHEELS model was necessary to facilitate its use in  this high elevation, m id-latitude 
region. E xp lic it modeling o f snow and frozen soil processes was accomplished 
through addition o f snow layers to the model, inclusion o f the thermal effects o f water 
phase changes in  soil and snow layer temperature calculations, and reduction o f 
hydraulic conductivity during periods o f frozen soil. Inclusion o f snow w ithin the 
model also dramatically affects surface albedo, w ith snow albedo estimated as a 
function o f snow age and solar zenith angle.
W hile implementation o f the new snow and frozen soil algorithms w ithin SHEELS 
was undertaken speciGcaUy fo r this research, these algorithms are in  no way speciGc
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to use in  the GYA. As such, this work has considerably expanded the geogn^hic 
range over which the SHEELS model may be used. W hile numerical models exist 
that have been designed specifically fo r simulation o f snow temperature, 
accumulation, and melt, these do not model turbulent fluxes over snow cover or soil- 
atmosphere water and energy exchanges in  the absence o f snow. Also, vegetation is 
generally not included and soil moisture and temperature profiles are not explicitly 
modeled. Examples o f these types o f models include SNTHERM (Jordan, 1991) and 
CROCUS (Brun et al., 1989).
Conversely, most land-atmosphere models treat snow in  a highly parameterized 
fashion (hat may negatively influence modeled results. For instance, snow w ithin the 
BATS model is thermally indistinct from  the soil column (Yang et al., 1997). This 
arises from soil-snow temperature determination based on the force-restore method, 
as opposed to solution o f the heat diSusion equation, and results in  an inab ility for 
snow to be melted by upward heat flu x  from  a warmer underlying soil. Sim ilar use o f 
the force-restore method o f tempanture estimation is found in  the S im plified Simple 
Biosphere (SSiB) model (Xue et al., 1991).
SHEELS, w ith its new snow and frozen soil algoridnns, provides an alternative land- 
atmosphere model fo r use in  regions prone to snowfall. Simulation o f snow w ithin 
SHEELS is not as con^lex as in  some snow-specific models, but does provide a more 
physically realistic treatment than most land-atmosphere models currently in  use. In  
addition to providing another methodology fo r modeling land-atmosphere processes,
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this also creates opportunities to study the efBcacy o f parameterlzations used in  less 
complex models.
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research
6.1 Conclusions
Simulation o f surface energy budget variables, soil water content, and snow water 
equivalent over the GYA utiliz ing  the meteorological inputs and new model 
algorithms described above yielded an array o f interesting results. Removal o f 
vegetation over the bum area lead to a higher Bowen ratio, cooler surface 
temperatures, and an increase in  snow water equivalent follow ing the 1988 fires. 
Such efkcts were not seen in  the upwind and downwind areas, indicating that these 
changes were brought about by the Gre-induced vegetation changes over the bum 
area, not changes in  pre-Gre versus post-Gre cGmate. Soil moisture, howeva", was 
largely unaffected by the vegetation changes.
Climate changes not associated w ith the 1988 Gres wae also seen to have substantial 
impacts, increasing the Bowen raGo, increasing surface temperatures, and decreasing 
snow water equivalent However, in  the bum area and, to a lesser extent in  the 
downwind area, the Bowen ratio was increased beyond that seen in  the upwind area, 
and snow water equivalent was also increased follow ing the Gres. This would seem 
to indicate that regional climate was, in  fa c t affected by the Gres, and some o f the 
effects may have been advected over the downwind area.
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These results must be viewed w ith some degree o f caution, however, since they are 
derived from  model simulations, not direct observations. H iis  is especially true in  
ligh t o f the fact that the new snow and frozen soil algorithms in  SHEELS have not yet 
been verified against observations. Also, in itia lization o f sod temperature and 
thickness o f the thermally active soü zone may be problematic in  these comparisons, 
which could affect results.
Unfortunately, the temporally and spatially averaged comparisons presented here do 
not easüy lend themselves to a statistical analysis o f their signihcance. However, the 
substantial increases in  Bowen ratio resulting from  both the Gre-assodated vegetation 
changes and the Gre-assodated climate changes could have important consequences. 
Impacts o f the Gres were not only seen in  the bumed areas, but also downwind from 
these areas. I f  further studies prove such alteraGons to be a common outcome o f 
wüdland Gres, the role o f such Gres in  shaping regional climate can be addressed fo r 
purposes o f water resource management, ecosystmn sustainabüity, and Gre 
suppression policy.
6.2 Future Research OpportuniGes
The work presented here opens up opportuniGes fo r a considerable array o f further 
studies. Clearly, there is a need fo r testing o f Gie new snow and frozen soü 
algorithms in  the SHEELS modeL Snow depth measurements from  COOP staGons 
w ithin the GYA and observaGons o f snow water equivalent from  SNOTEL sites were
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quality assured during assembly o f the SHEELS meteorological inputs described in  
chapta^ 2. These data provide an obvious means o f assessing the performance o f the 
new model algorithms through comparison o f modeled versus observed snow depth 
and snow water equivalent over a m ulti-year time span.
Also demonstrated in  this research is the need fo r a deeper soil column to account fo r 
the large annual tenqrerature range encountered in  the GYA. Addition to the 
SHEELS model o f diermally active soil layers that are not hydrologically active 
would provide a computationally cost-effective method o f obtaining a more 
physically realistic soil temperature proGle. This would, in  turn, lead to more realistic 
simulations o f the sensible and ground heat fluxes.
Finally, further studies conducted fo r different regions or fo r different tim e periods 
may be undertaken using methodologies sim ilar to those presented here. It  is only 
through numamis such studies that an accurate understanding o f the typical effects o f 
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